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PHEF'ACE

A discusPion of problems of Hawaj_ian adolescence
must necessarily be a broo.d s tucly.

This thesis offers

a comprehensive view of the life of tl!e HawoJ.ian child
and the factors thnt influence him, but it does not go
extensively into the biolog:i.cal phase.

~ehe limit's of

structure of the Hawaiian child with special reference
to the racial dis tributlon.

~Phe home life and education

of JTawa.iian adolescents are alf.lo examined.
C.hapter IV deals with tbe problem of .juvenile delinquency in Hawail and how the problem is being met.
Chanter V discusses the child at play and sets forth
what is be:tnrs done for the recreat:ton11l needs of youth
in the Islands.

'_Che flnBl chapter ir. n summary of the

:trnportant points of the clissert.n.tlon, and the author
presents certain conclusions which were drawn us' a result of personal obRervntion Gn~ study.
Dur:tng the last few yearr, ~1e writer has made
three trip& to the Territory of Hawaii.
was made in the summer of 1935.

The first visit

~~he ::tlltbor returned the

following summer and spent nine month:::~ in Fi.lo, Hawaii,
as an exchange teacher from Stockton, Cslifornia.
months more were spent :ln Fonolulu collecting data.

Four
In

1939 the writer returned again for ri:rn.e-mon tn:s--of-fur-

v

t~or

study and travel in the ma.i or islands of tho

;~,crrj_

tory.
\'11th the intermingling of races that one finds in
the IslAn.dfl, cond:'Ltions arise that are not foun.0. slso·Nhoro
in tho continental United States.

'rhese circumstances

appear to be of prime in':rc)rta;J.CO P.ncl ''·''e. certainly of
striking interest.
the problem.

It is at this point that we attack
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CHAPTER I
TH!!.:

COMPOSITE

STRUCTUR.b:

OF' THJ-!; HAWAIIAN CHILD

An analysis of the racial composition of Hawaii is
indispensable to an understanding of the many problems
that arise in a discussion of Hawaiian adolescence.

.

A

;formulation of a background outlining the history of the
Islands and the conditions that brought about the

var17o~u~s~~~~~~--~~~

immigrations, which have consequently caused the appearance of a new hybrid population, is essential in order to
gain the proper perspective.

This study of races and of

intermarriage in direct relation to adolescence is extreme-

ly interesting.
The Hawaiian Islands due to their strategic position
are often referred to as the

11

Crossroads of the Pacific".

Now a continuous stream of intercourse takes place, but
for centuries these lovely isles were hidden away in vast
stretches of ocean.

In 1778 when the English explorer,
Captain James Cook,discovered the Islands, 1 the entire
na±Lve pQpulation numbered about 300,000. 2

These native

Polynesians, living close to nature, were a splendid race
and appear to have been considerably advanced from prim'itive savagery.
1

w.

The coming of the Westerners had a dis-

!E Island Community,
r----:::-----------= -----2

Andrew

Lind,

7.
-

---

Romanzo Adams, Interracial Marriage in Hawaii, 2,
gives this figure, while w. R. Castle, Hawaii Past
and Present, 6, gives 250,000 as his estimate~
the total population at that time.

2

astrous effect upon the Hawaiians, 1 however, and they
fell an easy prey to the c'liseases and epidemics that came
with the white man.

The natives had been so completely

isolated for such e. long period of time, dating back perhaps to the twelfth Ctlntury,2 that they had built up no
resistance in fighting off the new diseases

~md

consequent-

ly died in large numbers.
---'-----'Wh-i-l-e---:1-t~i-s~t_rue

that the pure Hawaiians have been

slowly diminishing in number, owing largely to the intrusion of the Westerners and through the intermarriage with
other racial groups,~ a break in the downward trend of
native population occurred about the middle of the nineteenth century.4

At that time the emergence of e. hybrid

population was first of1'ic:J.ally brought to notice by the
fact that in the Hawaiian census of

185~,

"Part-natives" was indicated.

that time to this the

l•1 rom

a list of 982

increase of part-Hawe.iians through Jnter:marriage has been
marked.

The census or· 1930 places the number of pure

He.waiia.ns5 at 22,636 c.nc.'! the number of part-Rawaiians at
28,224.

Immigrants from a 11 parts of the world have come to
Hawaii since :tt was discovered by Captain Cook.
1
2
3

1-------4

5

l

Samuel ~verett, The Communitz School, 302.
Lind, .Q.E. cit., 7.
~verett, QE· ~., 302.
Lind, On. c1;-t____,-99~.-Adams, Op.cit., 8.

-·-

"Six-

3

sevenths of the po.pul&.tion in Hawaii (1900)", Lind points
out, "are

theM~eJ.ve~

l:imnigrants or the descendants of non-

Hawaiian innnigrants to the Islands. nl
With the development of t.he sugar

and

pineapple in-

dustries, particularly after 187b, the demand for laborers
to work on the plantations became pronounced.

People were

brought from other tropical nnd semi-tropical countries

Portugal, Japan, Korea, and Spain supplied most of the workers.

Since 1900, wnen the Islands were organized as a terri-

tory under the United States, the principal supply of outside labor has come from the Philippines.
One authority states that now of the total population
of Hawaii, sixty-five per cent is of Asiatic origin: and
those from Japan, with their descendants born in the Islands,
alone make up over a third of the }lopula tion.2
per cent of the

pop~lation

About fifteen

is from the Philippines.

This

same authority points out that forty-six and five-tenths
per cent of the total population origlnated in Japan, China,
and Korea •. Of· this number a third, born in the Orient, are
aliens and are not eligible for citizenship.

'.L'he remaining

two-thirds are American citizens who were born in Hawaii.
The Filipinos, neither aliens nor citizens, occupy an
exceptional status.

2

I:rtnd,-0n-.
. : : . -c-i-t.-,-103-·----------------.I::.-.
~verett,

2£•

~.,

~00.

4

On par;es 110 to 115 of li.pre.no :i.:: A n.rn tables which
show the racial distribution in Hawaii.

An interesting

summary of the racial origin of the poJJUl8ti.on j_n 1908
j_s n.s follov:s: 1
Percentage of Total Population-in 1938

Rac:1_al Group

..... .. .........
...
Caucasian . . . . . . . . . . .
Porturr,uo8e . . . . 7.39%
Puorto fd.cnns . . . l.BG%
Japanese •

26.00%

Spnnis.h • • • • • •
0 ther Caucasians.
To tal

• 16 .4571a

• • • • 26 • 00~6

Hawaiian and Part-Hawaiian .

." ..
12 .83;'b

1

F il:tpino . . . · · • · • · • · · · • · • • · •
Chinese
Korean •

...................
..... ........
•

All Others • .

....

Grand total • •

...
.....

....

6. 90;0

100.00%

-----·-----·---------------~

1

Hawaii. Territorial Planning Board, Fil"st
Report, 32 (Feb., 1939)

Progr_:_~

t - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------------

5

Lind mal-res the following sta toment concerning the
influx of whites:
r_rhe dominance of North ..l:!;uropeans and Americans among
the invaders w~s never seriously threatened during the
first cent,.1ry of foreign contacts. v·ollowing the Reciprocity 'l'rea ty of 1876, which removed the tariff
barrier to economic expansion, the Chinese first supplanted the haolesl and never since that time have
"Other Caucasians 11 2 regained a nnmericr:;l ascendancy
among the inunigrant races :tn Hawaii. The fllight ''Other
Caucasian'' revival within the laAt fifteen ye'ars is
----~,e-.h-i-e-f-l-Y--B~CD-n1!eauence of Hawaii 1 s latest role as a
mid-Pacific t'ortress.~~---------------------------~
During the last fifty years, the growth of a pronounced Portuguese population through immigration and
natural increase has

b~en

noticeable • . For the last two

deca6es, the entire Caucasian population (Portuguese,
Spanish, and Others) has contim1ed

~,o

remain approxima tt'-

ly one-fifth of the total population of Hawaii.

numerical supremacy of t.he Japanese
.t:or the last thirty years.

ha~

The

not been disputed

The Filipinos constitute

another group that has been expanding rapidly and now
corcll1lands a good percen'tage

01·

t1't' total Hawaiian popula-

tion.
A definite decline in Hawaii's birth-rate has now
s ta.rted to take place. 4
1

After the irnrnigran t g:t•oups have

Haole is the Hawaiian word for white person. It meant
stranger or outsider in thv beginning. It did not
rufer at first to color; but since nearly all the
early strangers were white, it came to be applied in
its unmodified form to whitt~ people on.Ly. The word
came gradually to stand for a clas8 of superior

ltt~----------~e~onom

t
~

2
3

4

Other Caucasians include ail-Ca.uc-asran~.c,--wi-th~t-he-ex-caption of Portuguese and Spanish, listed separately.
Andrew w. Lind, An Island Community, 105.
Ibid., Chapter v.

6

lived ln the Islands for a ueri.od of from five to twentyfive years, the point of maximum natural expansion takes
place.

The Filipinos, who are the most recent immigrants,

appear to make, in proportion to their numbers, the greatest contribution to the future popula.tion.

The races from

continental UniteCJ States and from Northern Europe have an
exceedingly low birth-rate.

The generally high economic

failure in biological expansion, rather that the influence
of the climate.
Throughout the years the Hawaiian Islands, due to.
their location, have b_een exposed to a constant and varied
flow of cultural contacts.

A half a million peoplel have

moved to Hawaii during the perioo from 1870 to 1930.

The

influence of their coming has modified and enriched the
environment to a considerable degree.

The presence of a

large innnip,rant population has also brought problems.
W:l,th the termination of foreign immigration, an end of
certain phases of foreign culture2 will be noted.

More

time and effort can then be expended upon the solution of
problems confronted by the native born.

The young people

of Hawaii are vigorous and appreciative.
greatly

intere~ted

They appear

in the American ideals and way of life.

A distinctly new type of American culture is coming_into
existence.3
1

Ibid., 7.

2

Romanzo

3

Samuel Everett, The

Adams~

Int~rr~~ial M'-:!.ri~g~

in

_Co~uni~~ -~~h.:~~~'

Haw~,

304.

10.

7
Eawaii offers perhaps tl1o moAt strildng example of a
modern melting pot, for there races have mingled and lived
as in quite no other plnce.

Polynesinns, Caucasians, and

Orientals :LntE?rmni•ry anc1 renr ch1ldre.n.

'rhe racial cla.ssi-

fica t:i on 8.dopted by the Dni ted States Cens_us and used widely in Hawaii derd.gno.tes the groups as follows:

Bawe.iian,

Cauca.sian-Hawaj_io.n, Asia t:tc-Havmilan, Portuguese; Fuerto
Rican, Spanish, 0 ther Caucasian,
J<,ilipino, ·i,!egro, and Others. 1

C11:i.nene--,--<T-apa-nee-e,-----Ife-I!-@11-l'l-7 ~----------~

"Other Caucasians 11 include

all Caucasians except Spanish anc1 Fortuguese who are lis ted
separately.

rrhe two part-Hnwaiian gro,_lps are made up of

the Caucasian-Hawaiians and the Asiatic-Hawaiians.

Perhaps

a third of the Asia tic-Hawa:tianl'l have Caucasian vnd Asia tic
blood as well as Hawaiian.
The proport:i..on of mixed

marriap~es

amonr; the convention-

alJ.y designated racial e;roups is becoming greater all the
time in TTawaii.

Of the total number of marr·iages, 14:.1

per cent (1912-16) were interr['lcial marriages; but by 1933
to 1934, these marriap;es represented 30.1 pel' cent of the
total. 2

rrhus nearly a third of all marriages in the rrerri-

tor;r took place across the racial lines, ancJ the offspPing
will_ consequently be of mixed blood.
of mixed bloods that are coming

int~

eral interest.

- -2

Ibid., 305.

-----------------

'.l'he different kinds
existence are of gen-

8

During the fiscal year 1934-35, a 11.ttle over one-fourth
(27.9) per cent) 1 of ~11 children born were of mixed ancestry.

Three years previous to this, the ratio of births

of mixed-blood children wns 24.4 per cent of the total
number of births; two years later, the r:.:1 tio was 28.2 per
cent.2

The percentage of mixed-blood children born in

Hawaii is smaller than that of mixed marriages due to the
f a.c t

tha. t in the past more pure

bl~o-o-d-ma~r-r-1.-e.-g-e-s~too.k_pla.e~e~.,____

Everywhere in colorful Hawaii, a spirit that is gay,
democratic, and cosmopolitan is in evidence.

Something of

the old Hawaiian hospitality and friendliness'lingers on.
There is a reme rkable amount of tolerance shown in the
matter of interracial marriage which is so common in the
Islands.

No law against intermarriage exists; in fact,

for the most part, there is no social disapproval of the
act.
The high percentage of white men, including Spanish,
Portuguese, and Other Caucasian, who have married native
women is noteworthy.

Likewise, and increasing number of

white women are marrying outside their group.

Length of

residence,age and sex ratios, their family mores, and
cultural values all help to determine the attitude of the
1

Lind, 307, gives this figure while Sociology Club,
Univers1ty of Hawaii, Social Proces~ in Hawaii, Vol.
II, May, 1936, 53, states that duriii.gtheyear ending
June 30, 1935, 2,284 (24.6%) of all the children born

.-------------na_~---~~==~~~~~~

2

Lind, Op. _ill·, 307.

___________________

9

Oriental grouos in regard to outmG.rriage.

'ihe small but

increasing ratio of outma1'rh1.ge among the ,Tapanese and the
greater portion of outmRrr:tage among the Chinese and Koreans
indicates a definite trend on the part of th0 second genera t:Lon to b1•eak away from farrlily control and traditions in
this respect.
IJ'he F' :1.lininos, now that their i:nunigra t:Lon ha:s seemingly reached· an end, may be expected to oecrease

~n-rrum--------------~

bers and to be succeeded by a growing number of partFilininos.

The Hawaiians, as a Dure racial

p.;ro~p,

will

probably disappear at a fairly early date as a result of
in termo.rriage with tbe part-Hnwaiians and non-Hawaiians.
The Spanish and l)ortuguese
are both
diminiRhin.g rapiclly.
.
.
'J:lhe ''Ot.her Caucasi8.ns 11

,

while taking part in racial anml-

.o;am8 tion, have increased due to inu•ligr•n tion. from the Mainland and from ~urope.l
There seems r;o be somo

J.'.<:lCi[:1_l

tain economic and social fields.

clJ.f!crirdno.tj.on in cerLind believes that the

problem of race pre.iudice t.hB t is in eviclence might not have
arisen had the laborers been satisfied to remain on the planta-tions. 2

Hecently, Orientals have proceeded to enter many

of the trades and professions; and, in certain instances,
white men have found it difficult to compete with them.
instance, Oriental contractors can often underbid their
llaole competitors.

rr'his may be due in l,)8rt to the lower

1

Horr:tanzo .A.dam8, In terraci~l

2

Andrew W. Lind, An Island

I:!arriag~
Cmmn~n1. ty,

in

Hawai~,

273.

25.

For

10

standard of living maintained by t.he Orientala.

In some

fields, .however, the Oriental finds that he cannot be
promoted beyond a certain point.
The visitor to Hawaii will mc::et members of different
racial groups. in the everyday walks of life, ·and he cannot .help but be impressed by the harmonious

ming~ing

of

awake and earnest, and they take an active part in the
life of the community •.

Because there are so many peoples

in Hawaii, it is difficult for any one race to try to
dominate the others.

No racial group can show any dis-

crimination or unfriendly attitude toward any other group
since all races play an important part politically and
economically.

Race relations in Hawaii are different

from those of the VTainland.
which account for this.

Several reasons can be given

Because racial purity has not been

held out as all important, a code of racial equality has
develoned.

Racial relations have never been complicated

by a system of slavery, and the relative

ab~ence

of a

poor whiteciass has been a factor in bringing about a
state of racial equality.
People from America and Britain .have exercised a
rather free

outmarria~e

practice in Bawaii.

This is sig-

nificant because the Americans and the British, as a rule,
a:-r-e-more-ra-ce-conse-ieu-s-t.han-o-ther--peop

11

for this intermarriage, according to Ada.ms,l seems to lie
in the fact that men who come to Hawa.ti are nuite generally cut off from the former environment and from the old
ties of families and. friends.

They thus fleek the social

companionship afforded in the new community.

The newcomers

or malihinis2 are more concernec1 with their immediate social
status t:.han with old influences ancl pre.1udices; .and often,
by following the simplest course,

and habits of the new society.
women intermarry.

hey adopt-the

cust"'o'"'miCisr----------~

Many more _!1-yole men than

A large number of men in military and

naval service stationed in Hawaii marry native and Oriental
women.

Because the men are away from home and lonesome

anc.' because they occupy a lower social and economic standing than the haole residents of Honolulu enjoy, they are
forced to associate with the non-haole residents.
The divorce rates in Hawaii3 ar~ higher than those in
continental United States, but this is apparently not the
result so much of interracial marriages as of the conditions that render people free from the influence and control
of their former traditions.

In many cases of interracial

unions, a vast amount of adjustment is necessary.

Often

there are great differences in background, traditions,
1

Romanzo Adams, QE•, cit., Chapter IX.

2

Malihini is the Hawaiian word for a newcomer to the

12

ideals, and beliefs.

Sometimes the :rmrriages are long

and apparently very happy.

It is obvious that much effort

must be put forth by both the husbF nd and the wife in
order that the marriage may be a success.

Children of

such unions need particular care and understanding.
Durin~

the period of adolescence when so much emotional

stress is taking place, an unhappy home environment where
conflicts are continually occurring may result in untold
harm and misery for the maturing youth.·

13
CHAPTEH II
TID~

CHILD 'S HOME

The Territory of Hawaii :ts predominantly rural and
agricultural, but a steady increase in the growth of urban
centers is taking place.

By 1930 the urban population of

Honolulu represented 42.6 per cent of the total population,

twenty-seven cities and towns of over 1,000 population.l
In order to evaluate the economic status of Hawaii,
it will be helpful to compare the Territory with the Mainland states in terms of income and wealth.

When making this

comparison, one should remember that the living conditions
in Hawaii are different from those of the Mainland.

The

pleasant, sub-tropical climate with even temperature makes
life very easy and simple in most respects.
time is spent in the open.

Much of the

There is no necessity to heat

the houses which are for the most part of light construction compared with Mainland homes.

Of course, the cost

of living in general is rather high because so many products
and necessities of life need to be imported.
The following conclusions show a comparative study of
the economic status of Hawaii with the rest of the United
1

Hawaii Territorial Planning Board,

firs~

?rogress Report,

14
States:
1.

The per-capita wealth of Fawaii is ~~1,350 which
ranks with the two lowest of the States.

This

is appro.xima tely 50 per cent of that for the
United States as a whole.
2.

Hawaii's per-capita asE~esf!ed valuation is placed
at $863.81 which is more than tnat of 14 of the
states.

3.

Hawaii's per-capita income (1936) is nlaced at
$272.16 which ranks with the four lowest of tile
States.

This is one-half of the average value

in the United States.
4.

The per-capita life lnsurance figure of ~~360.2'7
ls higher than any of the Sta te·s.

5.

The per-capita use of modern home conveniences
is below that of the average value in the United
States, but it is hip.;h in regard to per-capita
wealth and income.l

The plantations have exercised a paternal attitude
over their employees who, although they fall in the low. laboring class, 2 are provided with free homes in wloich to
live, are given complete hospital and medlcal servlce, are
1

Hawaii.

Territorial Planning Board, Op. cit., 35.

2

With the exception of a few highly paid officials~ the
mass of the employees are common laborers who fall

15
supplied with water, light, and fuel for cooking, and are
granted free recreational facilities.

During.the twelve

month period ending December 31, 1938, the average earnings of all unskilled and semi-skilled employees on thirtyfive plantations, reporting to the HawaU.an Sugar Planters'
Association, 1 amounted. to ~~2.134 per day. This amount was
in addition to the perquisites noted above.

The'old and

feeble laborers, whose productive years have largely been
spent in menial plantation work, are taken ca.re of by the
planta tion,s.

These persons, who are no longer able to do

regular work, are given a house and enough money on which
to exist.

In return for this, they do some easy tasks of

which they are capable on the plantation.
In 1934 there were 105,141 employees and their families housed in 20,281 dwellings on the plantations in the
Territory.

This represented almost a third of the total

populat:ton.

On the plantations on the Island of Oahu,

tbere were 23,561

pers~ns

living in 4,605 houses.

About

half of the people in the rural sections of the Territory
lived on the thirty-nine sugar plantations that exist
throughout Hawaii.2

For the year ending December 31, 1938,

the average number of persons employed by the plantations
was 46,400 which was approximately a ha.lf of the people
gainfully employed in the Territory.

Seventy per cent of

T-----~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~rr-~--~-~~~-~~~!~~~--~e~i~-~~~_,!__~8~9~.-------------------=====

2

Ira

v.

Hiscock, Public Health in Hawaii, 34.

16

the 8e emDloyed wero enr;o.ged diPec tl;r in tho B.grj.cul tural
wor1c of' producing, cui t:Lva tinr:;, and Jlnrvesting of sugar
cane.

Ehe rE-)lm:d.ning tJ,irty per cent \'!ere em:l)loyed in work

1

connP-c ted with tl1e mill, transportation, office administration, etc.

A total of 101,400 uerRons lived on plan-

tations during the same year.l
'['he fn.c t tba t th e1•e are fe-vye:r

two r.easons.

por80h!')

eJnployod in the

A large nu1nber of skilled and semi-skilled

island workmen have been requ.:tred ancl regueE:,ted by the ernerp;ency national defense pro,iects.
have cooperated by

sendin~

Flo.ntntion. managements

to work on the national proJects

those of tl::eir trained men 1:rho hl?cVe cared to volunteer for
t~e

work.

~he

second cause for a decrease in the plantation

personnel is due to the voluntary ret:trement of some employees, ei thor to accept othel" work
ippineA.

Ol"

to return to the Phil-

No effort is being made to replace these employ-

ees, but labor-saving devices have been tncreaeed to take
t.he

1112 c.e

of

t;!~

e workers who have left.

Mechanical advance-

- -----men-t has e_auBed an increase in the m.unber of skilled worlcers
with a corresponding increase in wage scales in relation to
t.he number of unskilled V!orker.s.

There has been no loss in

;jobs :for any of the regular employees.2
The home is still tile most impor•tn.nt agency in the

2

Jack Welton, "Clouds over the Cane F'ields 11

,

of the Pacific, Vol. LII, 3-8 (Dec., 1940)

Paradise
---

17

development of the life of the child.

Modern homes on plan-

tations, in cooperation with t.he schools, do ·a great deal to
develop wholesome, efficient citizens.

A typical plantation

dwelling is a neat, attractive one-family house.
windows supply an ample amount of ventilation.
plants, and flowers are in ab1mdance.

TreeA,

The people are en-

couraged to have their own vegetable gardens.
cilities and sanitary conc:\.tions are
proved.

'l1he

Many

Housing fa-

const-a:n·t-ty~b-e-j~n~g---"...dn~~-~--~~~--~~

plantation maintains a large, general store

w.hich is usually very modern and carries a high grade of
merchandise.

All the needs of the connnuni ty can be taken

care of in the general store at prices somewhat higher than
those found in Honolulu.

Independent stores rray usually

be maintained in competition with the plantation store, but
their owners are sub.ject to control by tl•e plantation management.
The plantation managers are interested in the welfare
or t;;ieir employees.

Where it is

machines are used to

l~..:'''FEm

economica~.l;y·

possible,

the strain of physical labor.

Systematic campaigns are carried out to
of the workersand their families.

lll'lpl~ove

th~~

health

Further, an effort is

being made to adopt a more democratic procedure in plam1ing
the community affairs of plantation life.

This is a step

in the opposite direction from the former strong, paternal
control exercised by the managers of the plantations. 1
1
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It is becoming apparent that as much effort must be given
to the subtle problems of labor morale as to the cultivation of sugar cane.

The laborer's self-respect is as im-

portant to him as good housing or a sanitary water system.
In the

Ul..ban

centers, the various social agencies do

effective work in taking care of the recreational and health
needs of the community.

Public beaches and parks are

adell tional advantages which the people of Pawaii may enjoy.
The toWns and cities offer commercial and other services
to the agricultural population.
The Hawaiian Islands are strategically situated, not ·
only from a military and naval stanrlpoint, but for commercial reasons as well.

Hawaii's weal'th comes largely from

the soil,· and the principal industries of the Territory are
based on agricultural products.

Ores and other minerals

are not found in Hawaii, but the natural resources consisting matnly of land, water, sunshine, and a growing season
throughout the year are conducive to agricultural development.

Hawaii's three major sources of revenue are agri-

c~lture, -~rmy-Navy

expenditures, and tourist business.

T6firist travel has greatly increased in recent years.
with the European situation iR such a critical state, a
further increase is anticipated.

In 1934 the number of
tourists visiting Hawaii totaled 16,161. 1 In 1939 the
wn to 36 000 and 40,000 were expected by

r-----~------~----~----

1

Ira V. Hiscock, Op.

~~.,

35.

Now
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1940.1

The tourist business repl. . esents a ten-million-

dollar-a-year gross income for Havraii.

This income is

especially valuable becauRe it is not money already there,
but new money brought in and left there.

All Island

businesses and professions are advantageously affected,
and even those not directly in contact with tourists are
indirectly benefitted.

Shipping occupies an important

place especially since the national defense program

h"'a~sa-~~~---~--~~~

been put into operation.
Cane sugar has been the chief lndustry for many years,
but the year of 1940 was a difficult one for the sugar
planters.

Costs increased and prices fell.

of dollars were lost during that time.

Some millions

In 1934 for the

first time in the econom:tc .history of Hawaii, a li:m1t was
placed on the development of sugar produqtion.

This cur-

tailment was not based upon any Hawaiian insufficiency
but upon poll tical and economic intel. . ests wb ich involved
the whole world.

The condition of the world sugar market,

with its large surplus stocks and low prices, has greatly
affected Hawaiian interests because so large a portion of
Hawaii's production is sugar.

However, Fawaii's influence

upon world sugar prices is slight because its part of the
1

Hawaii.

Terri to rial Planning Board, Op. cit., 316.

2

Jack Welton, Op. cit., 3.
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total world production is so small.l

The Hawaiian sugar in-

dustry is completely dependent upon the tariff protection of
the United States.

Any sudden removal of the tariff could

cause a serious social and economic disaster.

If misfortune

comes to the industry, all the employees and their dependents suffer.

Likewise, the comn1ercial enterprises patron-

ized by the plantation laborers will be adversely 'affected.
The second la.rgest agricultural industry is the production of pineapples.

For a five-year neriod beginning in

1925, a ?niform volume of production averaging 8,884,371

cases increased to over 12,672,296 cases in 1931.

In 1934

the industry was stabilized and was on a productlon volume
comparable with that of the five-year period .1ust cited. 2
The production for 1938 was placed at 12,000,000 cases.
Volume of retail and wholesale traoe in the Territory
for 1934 well exceed-ed that of 1933. 3 The largest crop of
green coffee ever harvested in Hawaii was produced in 1934.
")

The coffee industry has contributed $10,000,000 to the wealth
of Hawaii during the years from 1924 to 1934.
_. ____yegrs,

how~ve__!',

In more recent

the growing of coffee in the famous Kona dis-

trictof Hawaii has become very unprofitable.

This drop in

coffee production, amounting to over ~~700,000 out of an
1

Lind, Op.

2

Hiscock, Op. cit., 34.

t----"-'-I-13-i-a-.

~it.,

276.
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average $1,000,000 crop, is due largely to the lack of a
far-si,P'.,hted. and extensive advertiAing policy ancl to the
fact that the South American product enters the United
States duty free.

Because no other enterprise has been

developed to take the place of coffee production, the
economic status of the inha.bitants of that section is··
consequently very low.
Another industry that has come into importance
that of Macadamia nuts.

i~sr------------------------

The tendency to promote diver-

sified and subsistent crops· is gaining momentum.

No great

withdrawal from plantation production is anticipated,
but in addition a form of agriculture which could make
Fawaii self-sustaining is being developed.

If Hawaii

were cut off from access to American and world markets,
this would be a prime necessity.

The maritime strike of

1936 had tlte important effect of ma1d.ng the people realize
the seriousness of an >Tawaii that was not self-sufficient.
The amount of Ha-waii's imports for the calendar year,
1939, was $109,276,478, and the exports totaled $115,095,809.
·· · The- greater___ part of the exports shipped to the Malnland
United States were as follows:
Sugar
Pineapple
United States Goods returned
Canned fish
Molasses
Fiber insulating board

$55~217,960

50,822;533
3,6'74;504
728;196
651;508
461;668

==n==========~~r~e~s~~~~~~~~~~====~--~--------------~3~6.61111
Coff~e~e~~~----------S~;~8~3~8~----------~~-Ci trio acid, sake, alcohol
Cotton wearing apparel

:

., .

•,

-2'7"3 ,088
109,393
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Other articles

576,226

a;113, :rro;-o25

To tall

The problem of unemployment in Hawaii first became
acute in 1931, and an effort was then put forth to attempt
to_remedy the situation.

Much is being accomplished with

Federal assistance to improve t.he economic status· of the
unemployed. · From information gathered by the I<'ederal
Emergency Relief Administration for Hawaii., it was found
that '7.02 per cent of the population was on relief at the
time of the report as compared with 13.8 per cent which
was the national average. 2

The expenditures for relief

cases, apart from unemployment, incree:sed from $60,000 in
1930 to$ 270,000 in 1936.

The total expenditures for

direct relief for the Territory in 1936 amounted to ~3907,383. 3
The United Sta.tes Census figures for 1930 revealed
2,738 unemployed persons in the Territory or 0.7 per cent.

At that time for the city of Honolulu, there were 48,424
gainfully employed and 1,6413 persons or 1.2 per cent unemployed.

A

difficult problem has arisen as a result of

------Hawaii's incr_ea.sing surplus of labor.

Hawaii, like many

colonial areas, has imported large numbers of laborers and
. now is confronted by tbe problem of placing the descendants
of these immigrants in the economic set-up.

The number of

Island youth arriving at the age of prospective employment
1---p-a:re:dt-s·e-of-t-he-P-ae-i-f-:t-e-,-T"I-I,---112..
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is large indeed.l
In Hawaii in 1934, there were 154,270 persons 10 years
of age and over who were gainfully employed.

Of this num-

ber, 63,907 or approximately 41 per cent were engaged in
agricultural pursuits, (55,113 laborers), 5,644 were in
building trades, more than 8,000 were in transportation
and corrnnunication callings, and an equal number were in
food and allied industries.

About 1,700 persons were en-

·gaged in banking, brokerage, insurance, and real estate.
Some 10,430 persons were employed in wholesale an(l retail
trade, except automobiles (714), and 21,387 were in public
service not claRsified elsewhere.
various other lines of work.

The remainder were in

Only 65,341 or 32 per cent

of the 202,923 population of Honolulu County resided outside the city, and 33,874 or 59 per cent were employed in
gainful occupations, of whom about 50 per·cent were in
agriculture.2
Hawaii has established and maintalned to a remarkable
degree the principle of freedom to advance in the economic
scheme, regardless of race and origin.

All the int.Y!ligrant

_______ groups which started on the lower scales of plantation
labor have been able

~o

rise to posit:l.ons of higher stand-

\

ing.

The cens11s of 19;'10 revealed that the proportion of

unskilled and farm labor was 50 per cent of the total em____l_ __.,.L=i=n-=d, Op • ~" 28 •

2

l
l

Hiscock, QE• ~., 35.

-- -

- - - ----
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---- -- -----
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ployment.

This was a decrease of 20 per cent since 1900,

but it was still far above that for t.he Mainland States.
The innnigrants are forced at first to accept the lowest
status because they are handicappeC. by a lacl\: of knowledge
of t!-::e language and local customs.

Each immigrant group

shows a tendency to follow a definite pattern in
and economic competition.

th~

social

•rhe immigrants endeavo·r to leave

up to the higher pos 1 tions wh :tch are vacated by innnigrants
preceding them or which are newly created as a result of
economic expansion.l
People of all races and conditions in Hawaii have,
as a rule, started their economic and social life by working in the cane fields and in the sugar factories.

Plan-

tation life offers to many the only means of livelihood.
Perhaps· two-thirds of t.h.e gainfully employed population
of the Territory have at some time been plantation workers.
Many laborers never leave tJJe plantations but live, work,
and die there.

Many who leave the security of plantation

life are forced to return when they fail to succeed in
j----

- -other fields while others drift in to the low.er occupational levels of Honolulu.

Some leave the Islands entirely.

Because opportunities are apparently decreasing in outside
fields, the youth of Hawaii will need to be trained for
agricultural work.
1

1

l

Andrew
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The plantation, however, does not hold

Lind, An Island Connnunity, Chapter XI.
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out a very bright future for the great majority of laborers.
While it offers some

mee.n~

of a(]Vancement, the common labor-

er finds that he can usually not advance beyond the class
of skilled labor.

An analysis of the 52,136 persons below

the position of manRger employed on

~awaiian

sugar plan-

tations iri 1930 will reveal that 83.8 per cent were class-

.

ified as unskilled, 10.7 per cent as semi-skilled, and 5.5
per cent as skilled. 1

There

j_s

in the sugar cane plantations.
rarely are they discba1•ged.

no seasonal unemployment
Men are not laid off, and

The vmges have been sufficient

to permit of some savings by workers.

The possession of

a savings deposit brings about a feeling of success and
self-control.
The Chinese in Bawoii employed trade as the most important means of advancing economically.

Some small

fortunes have been acquired by Oriento.l 1.nnnigrants in
nawaii.

Since 1920 the ,Tapanese have been very success-

ful iri the business competition, anc! tl'ey now operate over
ha.lf of the reteil stores of tloe Territory. 2

The Koreans

-1------- _had_a moderB te share of success, but the F'ilipinos have
f'
-}bee-n unable- as yet to make much of a showing. The Hawai1.1

l

ans have never been inclined to take part in business

f

ventures, and the haoles have been more concerned with the

J

higher callings.

}

The haoles have occupied the commanding

~------L-io±d •.--------------------
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positions on the planta.t:lon,

1.n

bus :tnes 8, and other fielcs.

As soon as the unskilled· laborers showe~ a desire to
elevate themselves, competit:lon arose.

Many opportunities

are being presented by the professional fields.

Medicine

has been a strong haole entrenchment, but Oriental competition has begun to enter tris field.

Other Caucasian and

Oriental groups, especially the Chinese, have appropriated
tl;e field of dentistry.

The Hawaii.ans and part-Hawaiians

have a very small representation in both

t~e

fields of den-

tistry and medicine; but they occupy many positions where
poll tical influence is needed as lawyers, .1udges, and teachers.

rrhe part-Hawai:i.ans are granted a higher standing than

the pure Hawaiians, and it is easier for them to secure
better positions.l
The only means by wldch t.he economic success of the
various immigrant groups .can be ascertaine<3 to a certain
degree is by a study of the tax valuations and savings
deposits.
·

have sent their savings to the Orient, but they do not

,+~-_ _ _ send
I1, ...

In the past both the Chinese and the ,Japanese

as much money now as they did formerly.

The Oth.er

--Caucasians -have possessed more real and personal property
than any other groups.

The Portuguese and Hawaiians have

accumulated real property more readily than rhe Orientals
because the latter .have, for the most part, planned to
retire in the homeland.

The Chinese and Japanese are be-

- - - - - - - - - - -

1

Lind, Op. cit., Ch. XI.

--- \
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ginning to invest, however, as farm land becomes available
and as the idea of returning to the Orient becomes less
prominent. 1
Investigations have revealed that Hawaii has congested slum areas that are intolerable.2

Often these sections

are screened from view by lovely tropical foliage, but
these conditions exist none the less.

These areas. of

Honolulu and Hilo are no or:tous for---the-tr•-s-qua-ror-ana-1-ask.----------------of sanitation.

A year ago there were at least :s,GCO fam-

ilies among the varied racial

grou1 ~:.::

that mal{e up the pop-

ulation- Ha,_.f:d.:l.Hns, .Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos, Portuguese, Puerto Ricans, anrl ot}l(->rs- tL.:-lL wol'o J.:i.vtng ln.
hovels in Honolulu.
In recent years, Honolulu has had a rernar1m.ble growth
in population.

This has been due to tl•e innnigration from

the Mainland of thousands of people who have come to pa,rticipate in the production of Oahu's resources.

The population

was 83,327 according to the 1920 census, but in 1938 it was
~s (::';.,~:a ted

to be approximately 147,000 or an increase in

e :l.:~~t, teen years of about 72 per cent.
l---

---The

go'Lernme:.~d; t

s insured mortgaJe plans and ott.el"

forms of low-:tnterost financing ln constructing small homes
has been of great help to families of' average income who
have been able to take advantage of these offers.

2

In fact,

Havraii Housing Authority, Report to the Connnissioners
of the Hav~ H?._~ls ing' Authority--;-1940 ,--f:-2;·---------
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the figures for s:l.ngle dwelling construction in the citycounty of Honolulu show a fine growth.

It was estimated

that home construction in Honolulu for 1940 would be in
the neighborhood of $5,700 1 000.

The figures for 1939 show

that the valuation of sinr;le family dwelling construction
for that year was

~~4,496 1 315.

This was almost four times

as great as it was in 1935 or an increase of $3,350 1 559.1

were within the reach of tbe low-income groups.

Some of

these families live in the slums in houses that are forced
to accommodate more than four persons to a room.

Inspectors

in Honolulu's slums found a total of 3,326 persons living
together in a number of so-called "tenements" which contained a total of 741 rooms.

Of these people, 2 1 006 were

adult men, 638 were adult women, and 682 were children.
Sanitary conditions were c'leplorable.
Throughout the slum districts are found many rat infested shacks which for bare shelter· alone rent for as
high as $40.00 per month.

Slum property is often an in-

vestment whlch pays high dividends, and the people who have
to live in the slurris pay exorbitant rent as a consequence ...0,
In the middle brackets of the low-income group are fami-

l

lies with an income of

~~980

a year who must pay rents of

$17.50 a month for shelter and an average of $2.50

-i-------s tar--~~.tl-l-et-1-n-,-Apri-l-30-,--cl-94G-,--p •

l

L

2

See below p. 79.

-15-,--co 1.__ .• ___
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per month in addition for light,

cookin~

fuel, and ice.

In the upper grou:os of tJ-1e low- income re.nks, families who
receive $1600 a year income pay an average rent of $40.00
per month, or 30 Der cent of their income.

To t.bis is

added an additional $4.00 pE)r month foP light, cookine;
fuel, and ice.l
'

fl determined effort has been made ·w clear the slum

areas of Bonolulu.

The Hawaii.Housinr; Authority in 1939

and 1940 entered into loan contracts with the United States
Housing Authority, and three projects for low cost housing
rl1he Havmi~. Housing AutJ1ority

were 8t8rted o.s n result.

had a total of $3,366,000 for tho three housing projects
known as Kameha:meha Homes, Fawa:i.ian VilJnge, and Mayor
Wright Homes.

'J.l.his will be supplemented by annual sub-

· sidies from tl·'e Federal government.

'rhe outlying islands

of Hawa:i.i, :Maui, and Kauai .hr::1.ve reauerlted financial aid
for slum clearance ancl low rent hous inp.: in t~"' eir d if! tric ts,
and i·t is 11robably only a rna tter of time before somet.hing
vvill be done there to remedy the s i tun tion.

Dwelling

.~·:~--- accommodatj_ons __ may be provided only for famllies of low

income, regar-dless o.f race, color, or creed, who cannot
afford to pay the higher rentals that private enterprise
would necesRarily charge for decent, safe, and sanitary
dwellings.2

l

.i

1

Hawaii Housing Authori tv,

2

~'

·'

15-16.

..

Or)~-cTt-.-;--3~--------~-~--~-----

-·-
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At t0e time of wrj_ting, many families have already
been moved to the first project, Kamehameha Homes.

Approx-

imately four or five hundred children were included in the
moving.

The plans called for a completely new way of liv-

ing, and the act of moving children from sltlll1 areas must
have a salutary effect upon their lj_ves.

Efforts will be

made to house families as close as possible to
locations.

th~ir

work

The religious, educational, and social ties

of the families will be maintained as carefully as possible, also.

It might be interesting to note at this point

that the average size of all families in the Territory of
Haw·aii is 4.8 persons as compared with 3.4 for the United
States.

The average size of families by counties ranges

from 4.1 persons for Hawaii to 5.1 persons for Honolulu. 1

A survey conducted by the Free Kindergarten and Children's Aid Association during the school year of 1938-1939
indica ted t.l-le type of homes from which the children come.
The homes were classified under five headings, the highest of which represented modern homes with clean, separate
rooms, furniture, curtains, pictures, porch, and yard;
---~----and---the

poorest represented homes built on the ground

level or living quarters in back of stores or in basements.

Of the total of 301 homes visited, 51 were in ther-

first class and 43 were in the lowest group.

The great-

____l~H:awaii • Terri tor•ial Planning Board, ¥4-r~s~t~P;::r:;:o~g~l'-e-S-S~~-==============-==
Report, 1939, 21.
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est number, 134, were placed in the central position where
the homes were classified as being crowded in

~egard

to

rooms and furniture but clean.
Honolulu has many social and health agencies that
are doing a vast amount of good in helping unfortunate
and needy persons.

Some of the health agencies that

might be mentioned are:
Bureau of Connnunica

the Board of Health with·its

e ITJ:seases,

.JjUrEm-u-o-r-rvra.-t-erna-:1-a-nd~-------:___

.Infant Hygiene, Bureau of Public Health Nurs:i.ng, Services
to Crippled Children, and r!'uberculosis Bureau; City and
County Health Department; the Palama Settlement; Leahi
Home Social Service Department; the Bureau of Sight Conservation and Work with the Blind; and the Divisions of
Den tal l.lygiene and of '·"eal th Educa t:l.on which come under
t.he Department of Public Instruction.
The Social Service Bureau does much to help maintain
right famlly life by dealing with environmental difficulties relating to health, by adjusting vocational or
employment difficulties, and by furthering repati•:tatj_on.
Educational and recreational opportunities are provided
~~-When_neces_sa:ry.

rrhe Bureau offers financial assj_stance

at certain times and also assists in budgeting income or
adjustment of debts where such service will prevent family breakdown.l
r-----l_ _.,Bcf._'.o...,.n~o..,..lulu Council of Social .l'.genc les, loTanuaJ of Social
and Health Agencies, 2-g-;--------------- ------~-_

__:·-=---=---··--_ _______

'
>

L
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The Oahu Public Welfare Commission gives public assist-·
ance to the aged, the blind, dependent children, and all
others in need.

Dependent children, under eighteen years

of age who have li vecl in the Terri tory for one year, are
given aid if they need care and support.

This includes

care of individual dependent children in foster homes or
institutions as well as care in the homes of parents or
relatives.l
The services of the Children's Service Association
include foster care of children either in institutions or
in family homes; investigations of child neglect or cruelty;
and casework service to unmarried pregnant girls or unmarried mothers Bncl children.

For the year ending April

30, 1940, a total of 631 children were served by the
Children's Service Association.

Good homes, with foster

families or in children's institutions, were found for
484 orphaned or otherwise dependent children during 1939.
The Association takes care of children who become dependent because their parents have died or because they are

l__~--------unable to _provide
for them.
.--------------------

t

t--:------or--o.ental--or medical care.
i

f

Often the child is in need
If this is the case, he is

brought to Palama Settlew~·nt for examination and. treatment

f

)

f

before he is placed in his new home which may·be in the

f

Kalihi Orphanage, in the St. Mary's or Susannah Wesley

ft

Homes, .or in one of the homes of the Salvation Army.
1
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When children are placed in foster homes, board is generally
paid to the family for tal{ing care of the child.

The case

worker who placed the child visits him regularly to see
that he is happy and heal thy.

'l1he

child is taken to the

Palama Settlement for regular examinations and medical
treatment. 1
In Hawaii the development of the plantation 'has resulted in residential segregation of the innnigrant groups. 2
Through the use of segregation, the plantation administrators have found it easier to maintain the proper distances
between the common laborers and the employees who occupy
the higher positions.

Then, too, order among the various

racial groups at the lower levels has been secured more
easily by the use of segregation.

Most of the laborers

have also desired segregatlon which is necessary in order
to retain certain of their immigrant customs, such as
the Japanese bath, t.he la.nguage school, and the temple.
Certain sectlons or cmnpf1

w~oll'fJ

fo:'J:nAd to l•c·lH;e tYe

different racia.l groups on the plantations, and these
still bear des :lgna tiona as "Spanish Camp",
-~~---Camp~',

11

11

Pol~tuguese

Pake_(_Chinese) Camp", and "KoreHn Ville.ge 11 , etc.

These racial names indicate the type of laborers used at
the time the camps on the plantations were first established.

The residential lands around a cannery or sugar

mill are usually divided into smaller areas assigned to

·i

a"i

1

"CSA Cares for 484 Children", Honolulu Star-Bulletin,
April 30, 1940, p. 11, col. l-2.
·---

2
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dtfferent racial groups and classes.

Railroad tracks,

roads, streams, and mill structures are used as marks of
division.
Within each racial camp, much of the former cultural
life experienced by the immigrants in the old country can
be transmitted by them to their children born in BawaiL
Very little contact, aside from the daily work in' the mill
or in the fields, is had with t.be outside world.

The racial

camp, which may exercise a consi.d.erable influence over the
conduct and marriage of the plantation, serves to reduce
crime rates and intermarriage ratios as compared to the
city where segregation is not enforced.
Racial segregation w.h ich was arbitrarily imposed by
the plantations occurs spontaneously in the city.

As

soon as the major racial groups have gone to the urban
centers, they have formed miniature gl1ettoes, or sections
where racial or cultural groups

can

live in accepted

or imposed separation from the rest of the connnunity.
As far back as 1866, tl1e census showed that 74 per cent
of all of the Chinese in Honolulu lived within the re~--s-tr~i.cted

Ch-ina-town and the city's central districts.

In

1930 the cultural life of the twenty thousand Chinese

residents of Honolulu was.still centered in Honolulu's
old Chinatown.

One-third of these Chinese still lived

within an area of half a square mile inclUding and ad,jacent
to the old Chinatown.

Chinese stores, societies, and

35

clubs, togetl1er with the Con'fucian and Taoist temples,
are for the most part found in tbis area.

The population

has altered greatly throughout the years.

In 1930, fifty-

three per cent of the residents of the old Chinatown
proper were non-Chinese, mainly Japanese, Filipinos, and
Hawaiians .1, Throughout Honofulu, in sections not seen
by. the casual tour1st, can be found settlements of Portu-

_Sometimes small ghettoes have been established on the
outer borders of the city, where a group of innnigrants
have settled as dairymen, truck gardeners, or pig raisers.
These racial colonies are decreasing in number, however.

Less than one-fifth of all the distr1cts enumer-

ated in the census at the beginning of the twentieth
century were racially mixed in character, but by 1930
over one-half of the census enumeration districts were
cosmopolitan in populatlon.

With the decline of the racial

ghettoes, will come the decline. of racial .cus'toms and
immigrant institutions.

When Chinese, Portuguese, Puerto

Ricans, Hawaiians, Japanese, Filipinos, and
~--in~~clo_se pi".oximJ_j;_y,____!~

J2~.~les

live

is extremely difficult to maintain

old innnigrant customs and traditions. 2
An interesting survival of racial customs is found
among the people who live in the Kona district on Hawaii,
_ _ _1_ _..,L._.....i..._..n=d.,~:9o£i=c it., chap.
2 Ibid.

rm=·=========--------------
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known as the "Big Island".

Kona is

B.

coffee farming area

with a population of about 5,000 Japanese (19~6), and iti
B:awa:ii it is sometimes called "Little Nippon". 1

The area

is geographically isolated with the Pacific Ocean on the
west, Mauna Loa Mountains on the east, and the great
·expanses of lava on tbe north and south.

Here, celebre.-

tions, religious observances, marriages, and funerals are
conducted in a manner similar to those in Japan of thirty
or forty years ago.

The usual formalities still attend ·
~

marriages.

An important figure in the Kona community life

is the middleman or nakodo.

Without him a marriage is con-

sidered an elopement, and the parents of the couple conearned lose caste.

Sometimes the second generatlon, in ...

fluenced by American ideals of a romantic conception of
marriage, make their own arrangement; but a middleman
usually steps in as a matter of forma.lity in order to
save the family's "face" in the community.

If the middle ..

man were not employed, the parents would disown the sons
and daughters.
a middleman.

There are three ways in Kona of obtaining
Fil"st, the best friend of the family may

off-er his-serv-ices; second, the youn.g man who has attained
a marriageable age may ask a close friend of the girl's
family; and, third, the boy's .parents may ask a close
friend or neighbor of t.he girl's family.
See p-.---2G . - - - -

The last is the
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most common practice.l
From the intermarriage of the var:l.ous racial groups
in Hawaii is coming forth a new, racially hybrid population.
All pure groups will continue to diminish in size while
the racially mixed population increases.

A new race which

will be a distinct, local type is in the making.

Through
----

the mingling and blending of all races in Hawaii' is emerg-

-------

-----

ing a unique, local tradition and consc ·ousnes-s-.-r-t-se-ems~~~--------reasonable to expect that tbe descendants of all tbe present peoples, whether they be of European, Asiatic, or
native Hawaiian ancestry, will eventually be completely
assimilated to one cultural mould.
Because public opinion not only tolerates interracial
marriage but bestows upon the mixed-blood a position of
dignity in tbe community, the mental effect upon the
children is favorable.

The greatest obstacle is presented

when the mixed-bloods leave Hawaii for the Mainland for
study, travel, or for business purposes and find that they
are not accorded the same standing as in Hawaii.

Consid-

erable sentiment adverse to interracial marriage is disp-£ayed by--indiv-iduals and even small social groups, but
the influence is not great enough to affect public opinion at large.
Hawaii, as has been pointed out, is a place where
peoples with different backgrounds and trHditions have
--------~----

1

Shilru Ogura, "Familial Survivals in Rural Hawaii", .
Social Process in Hawaii, Vol. II, 43, (May, 1936)

----·---~
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met and lived.

Those from America and from Northern and

from Southern Europe have come with a religious background
dominated by Christian teaching.

Protestant and Catholic

belief's have profoundly influenced these people.

The mores

of the Chinese, the Japanese, and the Koreans are those
of .fa.milialism influenced chiefly by Confucianism and
Buddhism.

It has been claimed that nearly all of the

Koreans have become Christians, and their churches serve
principally as centers for organizing strictly Korean
social life.l

The religious conceptions of the Filipinos

are a result of Catholic influences, but they differ somewhat from those of European Catholics.

All of these

varied experiences tend to create a problem; but because
of the smallness of area and populat5.on, the problem is
not too acute.2
Home life in Hawaii is similar to that of any average
community on the Mainland where the climate is mild and
somewhat the same in character.

The possible

exce~ion

might be that a greater amount of poverty among the lower
classes exists in the Islands.
~--ever,

adequate--pro~ision

On the plantations, how-

is made for the employees in the

matter of housing, medical care, apd recreation.

Most

of the haole families on the plantations are able to employ maids, arid this allows the mothers to spend. ample
J

Romanzo Adams,

In~erracial

Marriage in Hawa:U, 188.
---~

2

'r

l

~' 301.
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time with their children.

The climate is ideal for pro-

moting life out of doors.
A splendid. pro.1ect is being carried on by the plantations in the form of experimental work :i.n agriculture.
The planta t:,_ons a.ct in coopera. tion with the public schools
and the University of Hawaii, with the 4-H clubs and future
farmers and home

demonst:r.··~ L.:~c ...:1

.

clu.sses of the schools, and

with other groups of young people interested in this work.
The high schools ar•e gl':.Hted land on which to carry out
garden experiments by most of t.he plantations.
the school groups

arE,

able to

L~istribute

Many of

budded and grafted

fruit and nut trees to th.e people of their locality.
The plantations have Cone a great deal toward. providing gardens adjacent to the homes of the employees.
If there is not sufficient land near the homes, a connnon
garden area is provided elsewhere on the plantation.

The

gardens are properly fenced, and provision_ls made for
irrigation water and mud press fertilizer.

Small families

are given garden plots consisting of a thousand square
feet in size while larger families may l'eceive as much
---as-two thousand square feet of suitable garden land.

Some

plantations have also leased small sections to tenant
farmers in an endeavor to promote the cultivation of protective food crops that will insure a balanced diet.l
~---r=F-rank-E-.-M~<'l.k-i-f'f~,-'~Suga-r-P-lantat-ions-and--EI'o-tecti~e
Diets", Parad~~!~ _?f tpe _Pa~:!:_fic, L, 31-32, (Dec., 1938)
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Much is being c5one to raise the living standards in
the city as well as on t!:l.e plantations.

Modern home

appliances are found in the homes of Bawaii.
performs an extremely important function.

The radio

Modern radio

sta t:i.o.ns carry the same type of programs t.ha t are heard
in continental United States.

In addition, Hawaiian pro-

grams and music add a distinctly local touch
interestine;.

that'_ls-V'e-~r~~~~~~~~c--~~~

Certain racial groups such as the Japanese

e.nd F'ilipinos have their own programA which are especially
en,ioyed by the older members of their race.

Hov'lever, the

.American broadca.Ats are by far tJ1e most ponular types of
entertainment for the major portion of the population.
This is especially true with the younger generation.
Hawaii has fine theatres where American films and
newsreels keep the people in immediate contact •.vith current
American thought.

The two largeRt daily newspapers pub-

lished in Honolulu give a great deal of attention to world
news as well as to local and Mainland events of interest.
Modern churches with well organized programs of Christian
education are found in Hawaii.
~the~f-inest-e-f~musical

concerts.

In Honolulu one can hear
Outstanding artists are

frequently brought to the Islands and are accorded an enthusiastic and appreciative reception.

The cultural life

of Hawaii is rich, full, and interesting.
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CHAPTER III
THE CHILD'S SCHOOL
In order that youth may be trained in a finer, more
scholarly, and happier way of life,. Hawaii, like all America, has provided. schools, both public and private, to be
instruments through which thls aim m:tght be accomplished.
Parents feel tha.t the schools offer wond.erful opportuni-

ucation this.world will become a better place for their
children.

Many Or:lentals rem0mber·, too, unhappier con-

ditions in their for.mer homelands, and they know that
through their efforts and hard work their children will
have the benefit of a richer, fuller life than they could
ever have hoped to gain for themselves.l
Hawaii's schools have a broad program in view.

They

endeavor, first of all, to provide des1rable channels
through wh:tch young people will eventually be able to
take their place in the connnunity as good neighbors,
effective workers, and intelligent citizens.

Good citi-

zenship. is best learned through actual part1cipation and
cooperation in school affairs and activities.

Attention

--:rs giveri___ to rna tters of personal and connnunity health, intelligent thinking, creative experiences, skills, informa1

"Schools in Hawaii", Editorial, The
May 31, 1940, p. 10, col. 1.

Ho~olulu _-!\.dV~t1:_~-~~,
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t:tons, wholesome emotional nttitucles, recreational activlties, and specific vocational training.l
'Ehe schools alone cannot attain this goal.

....-1

Many in-

fluences determine the type of habl ts s.nd ideals formed
by young people.

In Hawaii the schools nnd other organ-

ized agenclos in t.h.e cornrrmni ty cooper1'! to wi tb each other
to bl"'ing about concH tions th t:l. t vdll insure the best posst:ble development of YQ..Uth ..in-to··hHJ.IJ)~,T~ ci-tl tured., perfectly
~------------~
·~.ius ted, anc1 well-rounded persone.li ties.
Hawaii's public educa t:Lonal system :i.s composed for
Rdminis tra tj.ve purposes of elementary, intel;media te, and
senior high school branches which culminate in the University of Hawaii at Honolulu.

The elementHry level consists

of grades one to six inclusive, the intermediate covers
grades seven to nine, and the senio1• high school level
compris~s

grades ten to twelve.

In the realm of higher lenrning, the :University of
Hawaii directs its work along the three ma,jor lines of
instruction, reseal'ch, and extension service.

The merging

of the Federal agricultural experiment station with the
University was comnleted in 1938.

In 19::)1 the amalgama-

tion of tlTe-Normal School
with the University and the
.

~

attendant establishment of tJ-··e 'l,eacllors College took place.
1

Hawaii. Department of Public Instruction, Biel1}l_ial
Report, 1, (Jan., 1939)

~~~I

~
I
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The nraduate School of Tropical Agriculture was established
in 1932, and the Oriental Institute was formed in 1935.
Splendid opportunities for the people throughout Hawaii
are offered by the Federal-Hawaii cooperative extension
service in agriculture and home economics which has been
operating since 1928.1
Because so much of Hawaii

j_A

rural in character, the

need for an adequate system of rural education has been pronounced.

This has been greatly facilitated by the policy of

the Department of Public Instruction which grants each
school principal, together \'ri tr1 the cooperation of the
faculty, the right to form and modify the curriculum of the
narticular school so that its peculiar needs and problems
can be satisfactorily solved.

r.rhe selection of the px•in-

cipal :ts of utmost imcortance becaur1e that person has so
much authority, and certain dangers of abuse of that power
could arise if a person without proper vision were chosen
for that position.

'rhese principals are under the lead-

ership of the supervising principals.

The latter have

charge of the administration and superv:tsion of all schools
in the district- elementary,

inte~nediRte,

and senior high.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction has charge of
general policies, budgets, administration, supervision,
and matters of a similar nature.

He is assisted by a

deputy superintendent.
1

Hawaii. Territorial Planning Board,
Report, 199-200, (Feb., 1939)

Firs~ _Prc:g,r._~.~-~
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In the Terri tory of !1awail on June 30, 1940, t.b ere
were 188 public schools and 121 private schools which made a
total of 309 schools.

The number of teachers employed in

public schools totaled 3,317 ofwhom 2,637 were women and
680 were men.

In private schools tl>e total .number of teach-

ers employed was 790, of whom 606 were women and 184 were
men.

The total number of teac.hers employed in bo'th pub1ic

and private schools

tota~l~_Q.__4,107- •.

~-------

.--l--------:-:--

Of the

tota.r·a:r

110,441

---~-

pupils enrolled in all the schools of Hawaii, 91,821 were
in public schools and 18,620 were in private schools.· Out
of the t..o tal of 91,821 pupils enrolled in publlc schools,
91,375 or 99.51 per cent were American citizens by birth;

and 446 or .49 per cent were foreign born.l

In the private

schools on December 31, 1938, 173 or about one per cent
were foreign born out of a total of 17,257 pupils enrolled. 2
During the last ten or flfteen years, a pronounced increase in the intermediate (junior high school) and senior
high school attendance has taken place.

The enrollment in

grades 7 to 12 has continued to grow unt:tl on June 30, 1940,
it was 38,443 for these gra.des.3
explain this growth.

Several fundamental causes

Perhaps the most important factor has

-~waii. Department of Public Instruction, A~ual
Report, 28, (Aug., 1940)

2

Hawaii. Department of Public Instruction, Biennial
Report, 42, (Jan., 1939)

3

Hawaii. Department
Report, 1, (Au •

Public Instruction, Annua

====I
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been t.he unemployment situation during the years from 1930
to the present.

Boys and p;ir ls .fifteen and sixteen years of

age cannot obtain employment of a suitable nature, a.nd it is
far more desirable in any event that they be in school.
Plantations, as well as other industries, do not care to
give regular employment to boys under 1? or lB years of age.
It has been necessary, therefore, bece.use of tbe .insistence·
of parents and of industrial leaders as well, to provide

that students s.re able to remain in t!1eir home localities
rather than be sent to urban centers for a period of three
or four yea.rs.l
The number of EngliRh standard schools :ts increasine;.
As English becomes more ancl n1ore the connnon language of
rrawa:ti, the need for non-English standard schools will
tend to disa.ppea.r.

rrhe alm should be to make every school

an English standard school so that children will not be
handicapped tl·lrough lack of command o.f the connnon tongue
when they reach adult life.

Some sentiment a.gains t the

dual educational system in Fawaii iR being expressed because it is felt that its use results in social and racial
segregation.

----~

.

Others maintain that this is not true for

------.

the only requisite for attendance in an English standard
institution is the ability to speak good Enp;lish.

These

supporters of the system feel that parents of children
who speak good English should have the right to send their
1

Hawaii.

r!:'erri to rial Planning Board, Op. cit., 202.
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children to educntional

in~ti tl"l.tionf!

where they will not

be adversely influenced by contact with children who persist in using pidgin English.l
A large number of'prlva te schools exist tn various
parts of the ':Perri tory of Eaw·aii.

Many of these schools

enroll pupils who do not come with in the range· of the compulsory attendance years.

At tbe pre8ent time, rto kinder-

garten worT\: is of.fered by th.e

p_~bll_c_

schools, but many ···

small kindergartens are operated in private homes.

The

enrollment in such schools varies from ten to twenty
pupils.

'!:he Free Kindergarten Association of Honolulu

operates kindergartens in various sections of Honolulu
and carries on a worthwhn.e work for underprivileged
children.

Many educators are urgl.ng tbe establishment

of public school kindergartens because they feel strongly
that tl·ese 1nst1tutions would help greatly in improving
the speech si tm1 tion in the schools of Hawaii.
of the

Parent~Teachers

Association are

ale~

Officers

earnest in

their desire t.hnt public school kinderv.:artens be set up.2
Trade schools and commerclal schools make up another
la l''p;e sec t:J.on of
--rrheTe-ls

1
2

th~

total private school enrollment.

gr-ea~t-varfatfon

in t.he financial standing, currie-

"Dual Plan Assailed by Crltic of System", T.he Honolulu
.~f!vertlser,

oct. 11, 1940, p. 5, col.

1-~~.·-

-· -----.

"Speech Improvement in Isle Schools Urp.;ed", The Honolulu
_Ad~e_!'tiser, Oct. 26, 1940, p. 2, col~ 2-3;·- ·--·-------~~-
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ula, and staffs of the various private schools.

Some well

known schools are the Kamehameha Schools., Punahou, MidPac:l.fic, St. Louis College, and lolani. · 'l1hese schools are
well equipped and have large, well-qualified staffs.

Most

of the private schools are found in t.he urban centers.

In

September, 1938; 78 schools or '75 per cent of a total of

.

104 registered schools in Hawaii, vvere in tr'e cities of
Honolulu and Hilo.

Nearly

eig~~t_y-:el,g.ht

pe_:r c_ent_of-the--- ---

total private school enrollment consJs ts of pup:l.ls enrolled
in the city private schools.
i~

exceedingly varied.

~,he

The clientele·. of these schools
Department of Public Instruction,

by legislative enactment, has beon p;iven the responslbility

for issuing permits for the establishment of private schools.
The Department regularly receives and compiles records or
enrollment and organization from all. authorized private
schools, but it lacks authority for supervisiori of standards
of curricula in these schools.

rehe r.atio of private school

enrollment to public school enrollment has rema:tned fairly
constant over a long perlod of time.

'Jlhe great increAse

in public school enrollment during the decade from 1924 to
1934

~as

paralleled by a growth in the parochial schools

~~partrc ular1y--;-~- -

Mr •. Dan Stone, a former teacher at K.ameharqeha School
for Boys, believes that the private schools in Hawaii are
able to carry on a very worthwhile type of worlr because
--=1-Ma-wail-.-------Terri-torial P lannin:g BOard, Op. cit., 216.
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they have a selected group with which to work.

At the

Kamehameha Sc.hools the pupils are chosen very carefully,
and this mean.s t.ha t the student body ifl composed of a
superior group of children whose av·erap;e mental ability
would be placed at 112 I.Q.
As Kamehameha is a boarding school, the tee.chers are
able to control the study habits of treir pupils.

The

school day starts at seven-twenty in the morning and closes
at three o'clock on Monds.ys, \Vednesd&.ys, and Fridays.

On

Tuesdays and 'J.1hursda.ys the closing hour for academic work
is two o'clock.

The ne.xt hour is used for R .o. T.C. (Re-

serve Officers' Training Corps) work.

After this hour,

the students who are working to pay for their tuition do
their respective tasks under teacher supervision,
The student body is composed of students from all
ranks of life.

Children come from very wealthy homes as

well as from broken homes where the parents are unable to
care for them.

Children from all families are chosen

solely on their

ab~lity

and achievement.

must have some Hawaiian blood in them.

All students
The Chinese-

Hawaiian group has tre la.rgest percentage of pupils en---roj_-1-ed in -the-schoo-l--.- The American-Hawaiian group is
second, and the Portuguese-Hawaiian group ranks third.
The Kamehameha School contains grB.cles from. the seventh
through senior high school.
iR 150.
Girls.

~Phe

number of boys enrolled

The same organization applieR to the School for
The fee at Kamehameha Schools is $60.00 a year;
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but, as previously stated, students may work to pay off that
amount.

This fee includes dentistry, glasses," hospitaliza-

t:i.on, ann books.
er low

It does not include clothing but is a !'a th-

fee in view of the fact that parents can not provide

for their own children for that amount.

Fol~

the first year

the fee, including the R.O.T.C. division (uniform, etc.),
would be about $180.00, however.
Kamehameha offers a splendid tie-up between vocational
H---+tr·a-tntn-g-anc1--la ter

rrf'e;-_u_Af-~er-graa-1iatfon

the

--s tuc.lents

are

qualified to step immediHtely into e. position or to go on to
the university.

During the seventh, eighth, and ninth years,

the students take exploratory shop courses.

These include

electrical work, aut6 mechanics, machine shop, and other
practical vocational courses.
student makes a choice.

In the tenth year, the

In the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth

years he works only in the particular field which he has
chosen.

1\.

rather unique procedure has been developed for

the twelfth year work.

The student :I.s ln school for two

weeks and then works for two weeks.
continued

throughout the year, and thus two yenrs are re-

auired to complete the twelfth grade.
actually

---

rphis procedure is

w~rking_~n co~nunity

The student is

projects of private or pub-

lie concern.
In the Kamehameha School for Girls, there is a similar organization with the excer:ltion that the girls re-

main constantly at school during the senior year.

Some
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Honolulu.

Five senior girls at a time live in a housekeep-

ing cottage.

The girls assume complete care of the house,

and sometimes a baby is placed undPr their care, also.
Each group stays in the cottage for about s :tx weeks.

The

girls learn to cook, serve, and work with little c.hiJ.dren
as they also teach a Sunday school class.
ity is

~iven

Every opportun-

the girls to receive practical and valuable

traininP-;. 1
Punahou School was founded and endowed by some of the
old. missionary families in 1841.
west of the Rocky Mountains
brating its centennial.

It is the oldest school
this year in 1941 is cele-

anc1

Punahou School ofters a splendid

curriculum from the kindergal'ten grade up through the
twelf'th year.

i\

general idea of the economic status of

the c:lilcJren 1 s parents can be obtained from a study of the
tuition rates.

The tuition for kindergarten is $110.00 a.
'

year; for grade one it is $130,00; the

~tition

for grades

two and three is $140.00 in each grade; it is tl50.00 in
grades four, five, and six; it increases to $200.00 in
grades seven, eight, and nine; and $225.00 is the yearly
tuition in grades ten, eleven, and twelve.
--~fe-es-for

Add~ional

musJ.-c-courses, manual arts, art, home economics,

and science courses are also charged.

Other fees cover

the cost of books and supplies, student body fees, mid1

Dan Stone, personal interview, (Mar. 22, 1941)
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morning lunch, towels and laundry, caferteria tickets,
uniforms for R .o. T.C. and for Punahou Band, sp'ecial examina tions, and. so forth.

Students may have board and room

at Punahou for $388.50 a year.
The following table shows the racial distribution for
the school year 1940 to 1941, talcen as. of December, 1940:1

Under
Hawaiian
Part-Hawaiian
Portuguese
Other.Caucasian
Chinese
tTapanese
Korean-Filipino
Others

Boys
14 Over 14
-

--

Under

Girls
14 over

1
42

33

14

---

2
38
1
220

48

2
281
29
14
1

19
5
1

6

349
21
19

231
19
7

1
1

1

2

--A--~-------··-·---·-

--

1

1

--··--·--....,.....···------

Saint Louis College is a private institution under
Catholic auspices conducted by tbe teaching order, The
Society of Mary, popularly called The Brothers of Mary.
Religion courses are held every day for four years.

The

school is not co-educational but is restricted to boys.
Classes are conducted from the first to the twelfth grade,
---incJ.-usive.~The_enr_ollment

for the school is:

department--858, high school department--'717.

elemen,tary
About 30

per cent of the pupils continue through college.

The

economic status of the pupils' parents is generally in
l__J~.s._ Slade, personal l~t~t-~r---te the aU-thor--,----(..A'i"p.....r--.~.i....l.--u8~,--..~.1""'9=4'-'-le-J-}---------

__c___ _

l
.~

.
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the middle class.

The .fees for tuition are

for the ninth and tenth grades and

~~90

~~60 .00

per year

.00 per ;rear for the

eleventh and twelfth grad.es.
The racial distribution is as follows:l
Hawaiians •••••••••• 2%
Part-Hawaiians ••••• 23%
Portuguese ••••••••• 20%
. Other Caucasian •••• 10~
Chinese •.•••••••••• 29%
Japanese ••••••••••• 8%
Filipino
••••••••••• 1%
-!1--------------=-c=-c:
---------··-------- rt_-All 0 thers. • • • • • • • • 7;"'

-- ...

---------------·----According to official territorial figures released on
April 24, 1940 and
Adv~rt_!_ser_:,

prin~ed

the following day in The

lfonolul~

one of the city's leadin8 newspapers, 44,022

students out of a total of more than 90,000 students in the
public schools of Hawaii attend foreign language_ schools in
addition to public school.

The

p~per _furt~er

states:

There are 190 foreip;n lanrr,uage schoolfl in the rperri tory:
58 on Hawnii, 29 on Maul, 22 6n Kau•i, four on Molokai,
one on Lanai, 44 in Honolulu, and 32 in rural Oahu. A
total of 174 of these schools, having an enrollment of
4,0, 855 students, are devoted to the teaching of the ~Tap
ane~e language.
Nine schools, all on Oahu, with an enrollment of 2,751 students, are devoted to the teaching
of Chinese, while seven schools, one on Hawaii, one on
---~~Maui, and_fJ,ve on Oahu, with a total enrollment of 416
students, are devoted to the teaching of the Korean
la.nguap;e. The foreign language schools employ 812
teachers, 425 of whom are aliens and 387 citizens. Enrollment in foreign language schools by islands follows:
Hawail, 9,587; Maui, 5,723; Kauai, 3,846; Molokai, 225;
Lanai, 373; Honolulu, 18,161; rural Oahu, 6,107. 2
1

tbe author,

(Mar, 26,
---

2
;

I

-····--

"Half of Island Students in Language Schools", The Hono
_1~ Ad:'?:_~rtiser, April 25, 1940, p. 1, col. 2:r. ---

----- - - -
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The foreign language

sc~1ool~

obviously have a detri-

men tal effect upon the health of the o.hildren who attend.
The long school hours spent in haole plus the foreign language schools prevent the children from receiving the benefits of playing in the.sunshine and the fresh air as much
as they should.

The Chinese and especially the .Japanese

immigrants have persisted in their attempt to transmit

use of the foreign language schools.

In a place such as

Hawaii where so many races and racial mixtures complicate
the situation, the use of these schools makes it still
more difficult to establish English as the common language
of the youth of the community.
At the present time, a great deal of controversy is
taking place in regard to the .Tapanese language schools
and the matter of dual citizenship exercised by the Japanese.

A leader in this controversy who reflects the opin-

ion of many is J. Garner Antl-'ony, Honolulu attorney and
former president of the Bar Association of Hawaii.

Mr.

Anthony favors statehood for Hawaii, but he feels that
American culture and unity are being threatened by the
existence of .Japanese language schools and dual citizenship.

The loyalty of the American-born Japanese is not

doubted; but in the interest of national unity, these two
Japanese institutions should be abolished.l
~~1-"-I:Jegisla five Ban Urged on Language Schools", The Hono-

]ulu Ad!.ertiser, Sept. 25, 1940, p. 1, col.-3-: --·--

----

..
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No logical excuse for the existence of foreign language
schools in Bawaii can be found.

Educators

is America and the language is English.

re~son

Th(~

that Hawaii

language

schools are responsible for much of tbe corrupt English
being spoken by Japanese students.
learning the Japanese lRngusge

The two hours spent on

~ould

learning the English lanr;:uar;e.

profitably be spent on

Learning to think in a foreign

language may make it difficult for the student to express
himself in another.

The teaching of foreign languages in

foreign language schools not under the direct and complete
control of the Department of Education does not foster the
development of true Americanism.

Educators believe that

foreign languages could and should be offered in the public schools.

As such, they would be regarded purely as

cul tura.l studies~ 1

Ins true tion in the Japanese and

Chinese lo.nguages is available at the present time in the
University of Hawaii.
The subject chosen for the annual interclass debate
series at the University of Hawaii in October, 1940, was
entitled

B_~~lved,

Territory--Should

That

Foreip;~ Langu~~el~

b~ A'!?.9l~s!le:9·

Schools.. 1._~

-~~~

The significant point is

the fact that the affirmative in each class team was upheld by a student of Japanese extraction.

Each student

was also an ex-student of Japanese language schools.

Be-

-------

1

"Language Schools Corrupt English", Editorial, The
Honolulu _{1-dvertiser, Oct. 22, 1940, P• 16, cor:-··1.

--~----
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this issue indicates that these young people have a sane
and balanced outlook in

re~erd

to the social problems of

the present day.l
Dual citizenship is a result of .Je.panese law which
provides that the c.hildren born of non-resident subjects
of ,Tapan remain sub,i ects of that nation.

Th:i.s means that

some Amer:tcan citizens, al thowih sub.i ects of a fore:tgn
power, are entitled to equal rights of other American citizens who are not of alien parentage.

Janan, however,

through liberal legislation in 1924 enacted its expatriation law.

Now American-born Japanese can rid themselves

of dual citizenship by filing their papers ~ith.the Japanese consulate and by followinR the procedure prescribed
by Japanese law. 2
It is interesting to note that leading members of
Honolulu's Japanese community hnve been directing a
campaign to simplify expatriat:ton procedures.

At the

present time, the process of becoming expatriated is so
complica tecJ an,; c1Jlnbor·some that it is difflcul t for many
American Japanese to dissolve their dual citizenship.
A petition addressed to Secretary of State Hull was to
~sent

-i-rr-the fall of 1940 by certa:tn American Japanese

of Hawaii so that an arrangement with the government of
Japan could be reached whereby all persons claimed as
1

2

"Japanese University Students Oppose Foreign Language
SchooJs", Editorial, The Honolulu Advertiser, Oct.
22,-----r940-,--p-.- 16,-- cel-.--1. - -- --_ ___
"Legislative Ban Urged on I,anguage Schools", The Honolulu Advert:tser, Sept. 25, 1940, p. '7, col.4=5--.-----
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citizens by both governments may, in a clear and simple
manner, declare their cho:tce of' one or tbe other of the
two citizenships.l

Mr. Kiichi Gun.ii of Tokyo, an6 former consul-general
in Hawaii, has been quoted as saying that all Japanese are
_loyal to the mother country.

Undoubtedly there are in.

Hawaii Pome ,Tapo.nese who are loyal to ,Tapan, but ,the ·existence of dual citizenship is no adequate proof that all
,Japanese in the

Terrn~:oryarEfWflling

for the homels.nd. 2

to make sBcriflces

'J!he ,Japanese language newspapers pub-

lished in Honolulu are not endorsing wholehea.rtedly the
current movement to do away with dual citizenship.

In-

stead of urging their followers to fall in line and display their Amerlca.nism

b~r

showing tfteir eagerness to dis-

solve other ties, they are inclined to point out that a
dual citizen can keep his allegiance to ,Japan and still
prove his AmericaniBm.

It is regrettable that these news-

papers foster such theories.

If they supJ)Orted the Amer-

ican movement and if they CQuld present complete agreement on this issue, they could do much to rid their people
of the d.oubt which is perhaps un,iustly enveloping them.3
Con1m.i ttee Named to Back Expatriation Move", J.!:2..~ !Jon.::ol~~ - ~dvertiser, Oct. 25, 1940, p. 2, col. 1-2.

1

11

2

"An Undeserved Thrust at Japanese in Hawaii", Editorial,
~

3

Honolulu Advertiser, Sept. 25, 1940, P• 14, col. 1.

"Un-American Reasoning'', Edi toria.l, The Honolulu Advertiser, Oct. 11, 1940, p. 16, col. r.- --,···-·-·- ·-~-----·
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The Protestant missionDries from New EnglDnd showed
great zeal in educating the natives of Hawaii.

This inter-

est in education continued throughout the succeeding genera.tions.

The census of 1900 shows that 45.2 per cent of the

population between the ages of five and twenty were attending school.
cent.

In 1930 the figure had increased to 64.7 per

Ratios of literacy in t.he total population ten years

~-----=o-=f---=a_:_<,.g"'--=e

anc1 over in Eawaii .had reached 84.9 per cent in

1930 as compared to 66.9 per cent in 1900.

The real sig-

nificance of Hawaii's position is seen when it is compared with other frontier regions such as British Malaya,
the Philippines, Puerto Rico, Souib Africa, and the
Netherland Ind:tes, where literacy percentages are all
very much lower than in t.h e 'I'erri tory of Hawnii .1
The v:tsion and foresight held by the educational
leaders of '-Javndi have developed tbe idea that t.he schQol
is a community.

Children are encouraged to solve their

school problems in an intelligent manner and to develop
definite techniaues and s tanc1ards.

'J'he schools of Bawaii,

public and. private, have exerciRed an important influence
upon the establishment of the system of race relatj_ons
which exist today.

If the schools had not taught children

of all races to speak and read a conunon language, the
sense of equality would not have

dev~loped

so readily.
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Hawaii's great program of formnl educatlon has been American in scope, and its influence
part of the Islands.

exten~s

throughout every

It has been planned to create a

conunon body of culture and ideals among the youth of Hawaii.
It is interest:tng to note that although some students
attend private schools, the great ma.1ority of them attend
public school at some time during tro.eir educa.tional career.
~---

As a rule, the population residing in or near the city has
been under the influence of the educational process for a
longer period of time than the population in the rural
sections.

This is shovm by the fact that in 1930, 59 per

cent of the population in

Honolu~u,

sixteen and seventeen

years of age, were attending school while only 45.'7 per
cent of the same age group wel'e in school in the other
parts of Hawaii.l
It might be interesting at this point to draw a comparison between the educational systems of Hawaii and those
of typical Mainland c:lties, with s'?ec:lal emphasis being
placed upon philosophy and methods.

In Hawaii, the Depart-

ment of Public Instruction has attempted to provide the
kind of instruction and tbe kind of work that is suited to
differept-types of children.

Certain policies in regard

to promotion, graduation, and recommendation to college
have been adopted.

Educators believe that if a child is

held back year after year because his lov1 mentality pre-

1 rora;-'-3u3-.-------·-
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vents him from accomplishing what other children accomplish,
he not only becomes uncomfortable and unhappy but he may
develop many anti-social characteristics.

Many children

still are reauired each year to repeat classes, but the
general policy is to place children in the grade in which
they w1.11 show the best development.l

The trend on the

Mainland seems to be along the same lines.
u----____-:T:_:eachers

ar:_d_p_r_~-c~pals

------

in Hawaii have been handi-

capped somewhat in carrying out the broad program envisoned by the leaders because of a lack of materials
in all schools.

However, the American tradition of free

public education has been upheld and has received·the generous support of the government in Hawaii.

The charge is

being made that the public schools are not preparing the
youth to earn a competent living or to become useful and
Valuable members of society.

The fa.ct is that the public

schools of Hawaii are probably doing a great deal more
than any other institution to correct t!:e exaggerated
expectation and ambition of Hawaii's second generation. 2
The pupils and their families pay a considerable
amount of the total cost of public education in Hawaii.
This is done-through the collection of book rentals in
all grades, fees for elective sub,jects, and tuition in
high school.

The charging of tuition in public high

l Hawaii. Department of Public Instruction, Biennial
----------- R~~ort! 16, (1935-1936)
2

Lind, Op. cit., 289.
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schools is not made in any state of the union.

J.n Ha.waii

book rental collections are made in lieu of t.ne :purchase of
textbooks by the pupils.

Free textbooks are furnished from

taxes in twenty-f:l.ve states And in the Distrj_ct of Columbia.
In twenty other states, laws are in force which aut.horize
local school boards to establish free textbooks.l
During the

~chool

year ending ,June 30, 1940,; the 188

public schools of the Territory collected book rentals
which amounted to $200,918.34.

Sub.1ect fees and other-

authorized charges amounted to :!ll270,131.40.

'rhe county of

Kauai alone pays for the rental of school books.

In all

other counties the parents pay the cost of this serv:tce.
Rentals begin at 75 cents a year in the primary grades a.nd
continue to increase until they r•each

~4.50

in the high

schools, depending upon the number and type of textbooks
used.2

The tuition in high school is ~10.00 a year.

Because Hawaii's schools are fundamentally American
in viewpoint, the same aims and outcomes in educational
practice are in evidence there that are found on the Main-

A well-rounded

land.
places.

pro~ram

is being emphasized in both

This includes the fundamentals such as reading,

wrrting,;-ancl-o-ral English.

The curriculum in the Hawaiian

schools has changed to meet the needs of American society.
1

2

Hawaii.

-~e12ort,

Department of Public Instruction, Biennial

34,

(1935-1936)

·-·---·· ... ··---

''Cafeteria, Book Rentals Bring Hefty Revenue to Isle
The Hon;olulu .ll.d:\rert:l~er, O'Ct. 11,

~~~~~~-UScho_Ql Dem!_!~tme:g:p-",
1940, p. 5, col. 6~

·
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It has kept pBce with the changing character of the times.
The curriculum is more related to the needs and capacities
of the individua.l pupil.

'l1his

trend is receiving attention

in progressive schools in Mainland cities, also.

Vocation-

al work is offered in both areas to prepare pupils for nor~al

occupa tlonal opportunities.

has become a ma,jor ob,iective.

Li:cewise, health education
Special attention ,is given

to the physically hancHcapped, the hard-of-hearing, children

children threatened with tuberculosis.l
The intermediate school in Hawaii includes, as stated
above, the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades.

On this

level the children are required to study English, mathematics, and the social studies.

Science courses, commer-

cial courses, and Ruch practical work as home economics,
agrlcul ture, and shop are alf!O given.

During these years,

music and art are given an important place.

Children are

given the opportunity to discover their own interests and
abilities.
The typical intermediate school is a separate unit
from the elementary school and tl1e senior high school,
•~--_hut_i t

i_s C_Qt11bined in some instances with one or the other

or both.

The majority of the senior high s.chools of

Hawaii include only the tenth, eleventh, and the twelfth
grades.

Two or three, however, have kept the ola. four-

r----~lk--uH~awaii.

Department of Public Instruction, !?.~~~~
:Repor--c;---2-,--tAug• 5-,- -1940}

·''

----~--
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year program.

The social stuc1 ies program has been given

e.;rea t emphasls because many of tl1e students will be ready
to assume the obligations of c1.tizensh:i.p wi U1in three years
after graduation from senior high sc.hool.

During the senior

high sc.hool years, student body organizations make their
most valuable contributions towax•d ci tizenf'lhip.
and mathematics are reauired sub,iects.

English

Elective 'offerings

include a variety of scientific and cultural courses.
-

---

---

-

----

--

--

-

---

Practical sciences such as aP-;riculture and homemaking are
given special emphasis in t.he schools of Hawaii.

Oppor-

tunities are given for the study of lanft,uar;es, art, and
music .1
A beginninp; of a developnent of .1-\merican na tionali~-

tic sentiment has been evident among the school children
or Hawaii.

This sentiment

b~1s

been strengthened through

t.he reading of Amer:i.can history and literature.
tim~nt

The sen-

developed by children in the schools becomes modi-

fied somewhat after students leave the educatlonal institutions.

Whether the early schoolboy loyalties develop

into more mature loyal ties of adult life or wJ1ether they
fail in this respect will depend largely on the lcind of
t----soe-ia~l

OFfler-that is in existence.

ests of the members of each

clasE~

The reasonable interor group must be pro-

vicled for, people of all racial groups should be able to
· ta\ce part in a reasonable manner in deciding questions of
'------=1-Hawaii-.-D-epar_tmentu_of~1'11Qlic JnsLl'llct;L:i()ll, -~~~~1~__- - - - - - - - - - - -
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vital importance, and social recognition must be on the
basis of personal merit. 1
A considerable amount of old country

sentiment is in evidence in Hawaii.

nR.tionali~t:l.c

The Koreans display

the strongest manifestation of such sentiment.

They hope

for the day when they will be able to help free Korea from
,Ta.panese domination.

The Chinese at :oresent are strongly
--------

anti-Japanese.

1-----

.i. . .

Less tendency on the part of the· .Tapanese

to make sacrifices in the interest of the old country-seems------·_--to be shown.

Neither the Portuguese nor the Spanish show

much interest in their native lands.2
Educators in Hawaii realize that good citizenship depends upon an understand:lng of our country, a knowledge
of its history, an appreciat:lon of its institutions, and
loyalty to its ideals.

Although these points are empha-

sized :l,n every grade of the school sys tern, they Hre given
added emphasis in the upper grades of the elementary school
and in the secondary school.

A great deal of stress is

placed on the value of actual participation in democratic
procedures.

The scl-10ol is the most vi tal force in developing worthy young citizens. 3
The-:trrtermediate school has a special significance in

1

2

Ibid, 322.

3

Hawaii. Department of Public Instruction, Biennial
Report, 1~-19, (1935-1936)
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that it must deal with the problems of early adolescence.
Boys and girls who have reached the seventh year of school
in Hawaii are very lArgely adolesc.ent and are forced to
face personal problems common to adolescents a year or so
older on the Mainland.

Children of this age are usually

self-centered and absorbed in their ovm affairs.

They

feel the need of making adjustments to the demands of the
family, their friends, and the larger social group outside.

Often

tneyfft~t>Ohp;ly

d.es:i:r-e -guidanGe but. are _unwill_-_

ing to ask for it for fear it may be restrict:t.ve.
Boys and girls who are maturing physically need to
understand what is happening to them.

The changes that

are occurring are not only physical.

New desires, urges,

feelings, and emotions all affect the young people.
Emancipa. tion from the home must be

accomplis~,ed

during

adolescence.
In Hawaii many of the c.hildren whose home training
has not included American customs, manners, Ann social
amenities are extremely anxious to learn these requisites
for social living. 1

Guidance is essential.

The program of the senior high school in Hawaii
~-----a-t-tempts_to___l:>1.lild

on the accompliRhments of the elementary

and intermediate school.

Greater emphasis is placed on

vocational preparation during the senior high school years.
Only those high school graduates who show evidence of
probable success in college are recommended for admission.
1

Hawaii. . Department of Public Instruction., Guld.e- for Curriculum Making in Hawaii, Grades 1-9 (Elementary
curriculum series ,-1938, No. 2r-134 .-----
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College preparation is no longer the cbief aim of the senior
high school. 1
Hawaii, situated as it is on a main path of world
traffic, presents a multiplicity of languages.

1.1\fith the

assimilation of the various ethnic groups, the disappear-

anoe of their languages takes place.

In Hawaiian history

all the steps in the decline of the native tongue' 'before
the language of the dominant group can be seen.

Hawaii

-----

also presents the cre-:-ation-of_a_ma"Keshift aialect of--- -

-

English, which could,be classified in the general class
of creole languages and dialects.

A

creole dialect, which

arises in master-servant situations on a large scale between European employer and, for the most part, nonEuropean laborer, is in reality a greatly simplified,
makeshift

form of a European·language.

been a language of command from the

_b~ole

In Hawaii it has
to the

~J?:-.ha~~~.

It has also been an interlanp;uage or lingua franca among
the various linguistic groups of workers.
rrhe crudest form of English used in Hawaii is commonly
known as "pidgin".

John Reinecke points out that pidgin

should be applied l"a ther to mal:ceshift languages which re . .

surt from-a-trade situation, such as the Pidgin English of
China and the Chinook Jargon.2
1

Hawaii.
Repor~,

2

The Hawaiian "pidgin"

Department of Public Instruction,
17, (1935-1936)

Bi~~,lal

"The Competition of Languages in Hawaii", Social
II,_ 7, (May, 1936)
------

-------Fro~_-J:n_HaVIJ"gii,_

~··
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appears to have first been a true

~idgin

of trade as it

arose principally as a medium o.f communication between the
natives and the white traders und vrbaler8.
d1.aloct of English waR cnlloc1

hap~ J.~.ol~

This makeshift
or part haole.

Each succeeding innnigrant group has influenced the dialect.
'Phis "creole" dialect ha. s not been able to stabilize itself
because of the strength of the ethnic groups which have been
able to maintain their cultural linguistic individuality.
The free public schools have made it possible for the
children of the natives and the immigrants to learn fairly
gooc1 English.l
In the schools of Hawaii and on the playgrounds, a
new dialect of English came into being.

This form which

is still growing is not makeshift, but still it departs
strongly from English standards.

It contains many traces

of the influence of the 'breole'' speech of the first generation.

Because of the large number of Japanese .children

in the schools, it has been influenced more· by the .Tapanese language than was trc "creole' dialect.
observer does not

distin~uish

new-dialec-t- of English.

\i1fhile

dialect is not spoken by all

•rhe casual

between the"creole''and this
it is true that this local

English~speakers

of the

Islands~

it is spoken by a. ma..1 ori ty of them, and it is already modifying and coloring the speech of the
educated persons.2

l

_!o1a-;-B.

2

Ibid, 9.

h~~~~

and other well
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the "creole

As

pidgin" was the class dialect of the

innnigrant groups which marked tbem off from tne haole population, so the local dialect is likewise a class and racial
d:J.alect which marks off the ~-haole youth from .the h~oles .1
rrhe public schools of Hawaii had adopted English as

the language of instruction

befol~e

annexation, and the

immigrants and their children have been eJ.Lc.ouraged to uee
thiA common language a.s a means for advancement.

Often it

ls spoken in a very limited fashion, but it is the chief
means of connnunication in t.he Territory.

It is the pre-

vailing language for newspapers and schools.

Forty-four

per cent of tJ-1e newspapel'S distributed. throughout Hawaii
employ the English language exclusively, and an additional
forty-one per cent use English and some other language,
such as Japanese, Filipino, or Chinese.

English was spoken

and understood by three-fourths of tl.! e population ten
years old and over in i93o.2
With the passing of time, English will become more
and more dominant.

The various foreign tongues, the means

of cultural contact with the different ancestral countries,
~~._~Lill

even_tually disappear; and for lack of connnunica tion,

the var:i.ous forei.gn traditions will no longer survive.
Certain distinctive cultural traits like the familia.lism
of the Chinese and the tTapanese will tend to be forgotten
•
2

-

----

--------------------------

-----~----

·---

---~

-------·
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after the ianguages have ceased to be used.

Mol:'e and more

the youth of Hawaii are beginning to think in·English.
When this is done, there is

a

greater tendency to become a.

part of the current of thought thnt :i.R ex:rreG1:'.ed in F:n,r;_;lis.h.l
Mention should be made of two institutions :l.n Hawaii
which, e.J.though they are not properly c1RB8ed as schools,
certainly carry out an important educational funation.
These institutions are the Bernice F. Bishop Museum in
Honolulu and the Honolulu Academy of Arts.
Museum is a place where the visitor

!112.

The Bishop

y readily come into

contact with numerous deta.ilR of the old life of Hawnii
and with the historica.l background of the native people.
Here is a. library of Pacif:l.c botany, zoology, and ethnology which is one of the most comnlete vri thin its scope
in ~-he world.2

The Honolulu Academy of Arts is a community agency
which opens 1 ts doors to the cl-:: ildren in Hawaii's schools.
To bring Honolulu children of all races into contact with
the beautiful things of art and t.hus enrich their under----,-------"s'--'t"-'a...,.nd.ing_is__tb-e aim of the Educational Department.

Chilc1ren

are giverr-a.-deeper appreciation of their own cultural backgrounds and of the ideals embocHed :l.n the arts of their
neighbors.
1

rrhe fundamental purpose and ideal of the

Adams, Inte1•racial Mar•riage in Hawaii, 321.

----

-··--

-·

_ _ _ _H_2_HonoJ.uJ.-u_(_cLt"Y__ancL_c_oJJ.n ty_)_.__ Reg_!'_§_gt_ton__Q_()_!lnnis s io ,
His tory
of Recreation -in Hawaii,
0( 19;.)6), 140.--------_:,._ -.
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Honolulu Academy of Arts is to create throug,h the medium of
art a foundation upon wh:lch a new culture may ·be erected
in na·waii. 1
In Hawaii the school clay on the plr:mtation. starts at
eight o 'cloclt "plantation t

ime1 ~

Children are

school

t~rougl1

at one-thirty or two o'clock in the afternoon and are thus
free to enjoy recreational activities, gardening.projects,

der t.he direction of playp.;rouno instructors.

The children

who attend foreign lnngw1r;e schools after rep;ular school
hours do not have t.h:i.s free time .for :olay.

The laborers on

the plantation start to 'NOPk quite early in tl::e morning and
are free from work by the m::!.ddle of the afternoon.

They

thus have the Opflortuni ty to spend much time with the
family group.
'rhe city schoolR also start the school day at eight or
eight-t.l!irty o'clock B.nd dismiss at one-thirty or two
·o'clock.

Intermediate and senior high schools dismiss a

little later, but there is still time for the parents and
children to en,ioy companionRhip and recreation in"Nature 1 s

r-----Parad is e'l ___ Much is being done to meet tre educational problemR
that are confronting the people of Havmli.
more pre-vocational training is evldent.

The need for
Much has been

done along this line, however, and more is belng advoc a t--e-d-.-.A.-wi-1-1-tngne s s:-'te-adv-an0 e- and--t O--mee_t_the_ r_es_p_o_nsibilities of a changing society is thoroughly evident
in educational circles in Hawaii.
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GHAr 'I'hH ·IV

JUVENILE

DELINQ,Ul~~NGY

IN HAW1UI.

Delinquency is usually thought of as a type of behavior that is essentially s ..ntl-social in that it does not
conform vd th nccepted rules of social conduct.

Indlviduals

.

who are thwarted in some basic urge may, as a form of compensa tion, substitute some type of anti-social bella viol" for
the frustrated desire.

In dealing with the problem of de-

linquency among odolescents, an entir·ely different procedure must be followed than that pursued in dealing with
delinquency among adults.

Pirs t of all, the Droblem is

of vital importance.to the community aR a whole; and the
prevention of delinquency among young people, nfl far as
possible, will not only lessen the need for corl"ective
inst1.tutions but will likewise reduce t.he possibilities
· of serious crimes in adult life.
Many factors ente1• into any stuc:ly of the causes of
crime.

'Phe ma.ior contributinr; factoi'S tbat

yn~oduce

j----Ju-venile_ _d_G.linquoncy are poor environment, lack of recreationil--Tacilitres, economic conditions, poor housing
and living conditions,

in~dequate

educational facilities,

and the lack of steady guidance and companionship on the
part of some parents in caring for their children .1
r--;;;T"h_e_Phi Delta Kappan, XXII, 329,- (MaP., 1940-)----------------~
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In addition to the causeR of delinquency that are
found operating elsewhere, certain special conditions exist
in Hawaii.

Certain races in the Islands possess alien

cultures, and they do not enterta:l.n t.he American standards
of mora.lity.l
Each new immigration, owing to the unequal distribution of the sexes and the temporary absence of group stand-

of family life, however, has soon reduced the frequency of
offences of gambling, prostitution, opium-smoking, assault,
and so fcrth.

The problem of delinquency is much more

serious in Ponolulu than in the rural areas.

The planta-

tion, whi.ch has imposed discipline on its employees and
has offered regular employment to them, has helped to pl.. event the personal and soc j_al disorganization that comes
with the greater freedom and impersonal relationships of
the city.

~,he length of residence in the Territory and

the stage achieved in the assimilative procesP determ:l.nes
to a great extent the differences between the ratios of
delinquency and dependency among·the various racial groups
t-~_____.i,.._..n~__.I>c·I"._..a wa i :i--:- 2 _________ ---

Juvenile delinquency in Bonolulu represents a large
portion of a crime record wh:tch is otherw:l.se that of an
1

i . •.

Hawaii. Governor's Advisory Cow.mittee on Crime, Hep<E::~'
4, (F'eb., 1931)
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average American con:rrnuni ty.

Statifltlcs fPom the Pollee

Department shovr t.b is to be true.

Hecor•ds show that of 386

per sons chal,n;ed vv-lth burglnr>y in ]_g;:-:,8, a total of 231, or
about 60 per cent, were under 18 years of
For nome time educators

R.!-:?e
•
0

social worker f.:! have felt

~:md

the need for a better understanding and tPcatment of de:1------d., :1.nqJ..teM..,Y-·

'rhe Youth Committee of tho r:ronolulu Council of

Social Agencies held a meetlng ln November, 1937, at which
time the decision was m.a de to

underb~Jr.e

a locnl study of

the nroblem
of delino.uenc~
..•
1
~·
.Y

A Ste
"C omm1"it
,
e ri no
.:; e e was

first n.ppointed to make plans for the orp;aniza tion and
approach of the problem.

A

trained cnee worker, Miss

Jacqueline Perry, vms assigned. to work

\Vl

th boys and girls

turned over' to her by the Juvenile Ooul"t.
came from the area to be studied.

~hose

children

Miss Perry was to study

concH tions in tlle homes and the community which formed the
bac~ground

for delinquent behavior.

The Steering Committee next selected the area for
study.

After much thought, the Kalihi district was final-

total populat;ton of the city, both rB.cinlJy and economically.2
project.

Every attempt was made to make this

n

community

It was to be a contributive effort on the part

1 T-T.nnolulu rlouncil of Social Agencies, Into this Neighbor,___ _ _ _ _hood, 2, Oiiay, 1939}
____

2

Hawaii. 'Territorial Conference o.f Social Work. 18th.
Summary of Addresses and Discussions, 27, (1938)

---- -

j,i
1iU

- - --·-

-- -- -

.. ...-~.

_<r

____

__........,...-
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of a democratic group interested in the problem of delinquency and general improvement of community welfare.
A

Research Committee was organized to asr:1ist in deter-

mining the factors used in

t~

selection of cases for fur-

ther study by the case worker and also to collect data on
the total problem of delinquency in the area.
Comrn:i. ttee was .r:'crJ, 1 GlJ

i.'eview case material gathered by

to

the case worker which was representative of
lated to delinquencJ.

The Agency

pl"Ob~lleeimYY~Qs---yr"e).;-~-----------~

':'his committee also studied the

problems concerning the coordination of agency services
to

tro~';

t or to vrevent delinquency.

A third contrni tteH,

composed of leaders and representative residents of the
Kalihi
the

comrnun~ ty,

stud.~r

was formed to be a direct link between

IJl·H'son.nel and the neighborhood.

rrhis was known

aR tl1e Neighborhood Committee which followed the progress
of the experiment and developer) plans to curb dc.:;llnquout
'behavior from the community standpoint.l
The Juvenile Court cooperated fully with meni!J el's of
the various committees, and the .iudn.;e and probation offlcers
Qf t_1 Je c9urt [Save much encouragement and helpful advice.
With-the-exception of tbe Libby, UcNeill, and Libby
pineapple cannery located near the sea

an~a

half dozen

small industries, the district of Kalihi is almost entirely
a residential one.

to as H.C.S.A.)

No slum areas ex:l.st as

.2..E.·

cit.,

3.

------

j_n

other thickred

~-·--·---
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ly-sett1ed sections of' the o:tt.y.

The slmn areas constitute

section8 that have soecial problems of their own.
stati~tics

Accurate

were not available, hut it is believed that homes

in Kalihi are nearly 100 per cent single family dwellings.
These homes, probably as much or more than in any other section of the city, are owned by t.he families living in them.l
The total populetion of t.he study area vms estimated to

brought up to dote in 1938 by est:trn8.tes from vital statistics
presented by the Territorial Board of Health.

Kalihi was

estimated to have a large proportion of juvenile residents.
The seven schools of tre district had a total enrollment
of 6,536 children which included boys and girls between
the

a~es

of six and twenty.

As an index to the racial dis-

tribution of population in <.<alihl, the Steering Committee
found the racial distribution of children in two elementary schools, each in a different central part of the area.
The total enrollment of these schools was 1,210 pupils.
'.rhe rac:l.al distribution
Japanese • • • •
· Part-Hawa-i-ian --•
______ Portuguese • • •
Puerto Rican • •
Filipino •
•
Hawaiians • • •
All Others • • •
Chinese • • • •
Other Ca\J.casian
Korean • • • • •
Spanish • . • •

1

_!_bid, 6.

2

Ibid, 8.

•
•
.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WHS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

as follows :2

• • •
•
. • •
• • •
• • •
•
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• . •

• •
•-•
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
• •

•
•
• • •
• • •
• •
• • •
• • •
. •
• • •
• • •
•

•
•
•
•
.
•
.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.
•
•

516
206
149

107
54
52
50

43
20
11
1
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The elementary, intermediate, and senior high school
branches are repre8ented in thE:1 seven public sehools of the
Kalihi

di~trlct.

In the district is a large parochial school

which has grades from the first through the tenth.

Many

children of this area attend nrivate schools in other parts
of the city.

Three kindergartens of the Free Kindergarten

and Children's Aid Associatj_on are located in Kalihi.

These

free of charge largely through t.he support of the United
Welfere l<'und.

This fund is raised by the people of Honolulu

each year to take care of welfare needs in the community.
0 t.her ins ti tutionf! in the area are the Susannah "lesley
Home, a Metl1odist home for dependent children which supports
approximately 80 girls from all pHrts of Honolulu; the Kalihi Orphanage; a Catholic home for denendent children with
about 105 boys and girls from all over Oahu; and the Korean
Christian Institute, a home and school for Korean children.
Three ,Tapanese language schools, privately financed, are
located here, also.

Oahu Prison, Territorial penitentiary,

Kalihi Hospital, receiving station and hospital for lepr9us
patients ;-a:n.-d--the Oahu Public v\relfare Connniss ion are in this

-------'=-----

vicinity, too.

Thirteen churches, comprising a wide variety -

of denominations, are :in thi.s section.

The district had

one motion picture house, six beer parlors, four pool halls,
and one bar where hard liquor was sold as well as four stores

----w~tre-re 1 i--quo-r-wa-s-sGJ.d--to__the--_-re't_a_i_l~t-c:!'!'ga~d~e~._.o1-=------------------===--1
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The Kalihi district has six city-county playgrounds
supervised by the Recreation Commission, but only three of
these playgrounds have electric lights and may be used for
night recreation.
The approach to the problem of delinquency must be an
individual one .1

This fact was recognized in the Kalihi

study by assigning a trained case worker to the field.

An

havior and to trent these causes.. The field worker was
commissioned by the tTuvenile Court to functj on throughout
the study period as a probation officer for.the Kalihi
aree..

This worl<er, in cooperation with the two probation

officers

as~'ligned

to receive all Kali.hi compla:tnts, handled

the work of the Juvenile Court in this section.

During the

period of the study, a total of 101 .iuvenile delinquents
were referrecl to the case worker.
the cases were accepted for study.
13 girls in this group .2

Of this number, 52 of
There were 39 boys and

':Phe case wor1{er was employed for

a period of six months, but about a year and a half was required to complete the organization and formulation of
rec ommend_a_t_forfs of' the study.
1------.

The large majority of the total 101 cjelinquents reported were school children from the public schools, only four
being reported from the parochial school.

Two children

were in public schools outside the area, and seven children·
1

H.B. Simpson, personal interview, (Jan. 27, ·1940)

2

H.C.S.A, Q:E· cit., 16.
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were in private schools outside Kalihi.

Most of the de-

linquents in school were pupj_ls in the intermediate school,
aged from 13 to 15 years.

Although t!1ere were 28 delinquents

in the elementary schools, twelve of these were 13 and 14
years of age.

Police statistics for Honolulu show that a

total of 292 boys and 15 girls below the ages of 18 were reported to police between the months from <Tanuary 'to July,
1938.

The average age was 13.88 years for the boys and 12.26

years for t.re girls.

More of the boys were in the ninth

p;rade than in any other grade, but the average p;rsde for the
boys was 7.3.

rrhe avere.ge grade for the girls was 5.5.

The

average age grouping of the lial:thi delinquents was similar
to the average for the city.

The children in Kalihi 1 s study

could be classed, in general, as dull normal and average
in intelligence.l
The following

st~J.tistics

are interesting.

S'rA'I'ISTICS ON KALIHI STUDY CASES

.

-Ha wa flail--• •
Part=Hawa-1-:i:an .-Portuguese • •
Part-Portuguese
Puerto Rican
.Japanese • • •
Chinese
•
Filipino
Korean-Irish

..• •• •• .•
• • •
• • . •
. • .. .. .
. . .• .. .. .•.
....
•

Male

Female

6

4
10
2

28
14
4
5

1
3

11

1

6
2

1
0
0

2

--------T-e-t-a-l-.•-.-·-·-·------7..8_______________ 22
1

..J:bid, 17.

2

Ibid, 18.

2

~-~---·-···

------

,'
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Referral
Sex and Age at 'J.lime of -----

-- --·-

F'emale
--···--

Male

Ag_~

19 •
17
16
15 •
14
13
12
u_.
10 •

..

10

1

1~~

2
3

19

'

.

.

3

4

10
16

8

2

2
1
1
0
0
0

'78

22

4
4-

..

3
4

9 •
8 •

Total

n!fale

.

Larceny
Burglary
Hunning Away
Gambling
Immorality

•

•

.

..

~-'ruancy

Incorrigibility •
Assault-Battery •
Mal. Convernsion
Rape • • • • • • •
Sodomy--.--.-·-·-·
Public Fighting • •
Curfew Violation
Driving with no license
-

•

•

-------- -- ---- -------- -

Total

.
• •

__

Female
..... ..-

18
15
5
7
1

1
0

0

4
3

0

3

0
5

2
2

0

1
1
1
1
1

0

55

16

0
0

0
0

0

----
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The Kalihi study revealec'l that the maJority of the cases
of juvenile delinquency came from larpe families with small
incomes.

Out of the 50 families from which the children

came, 24- famj.lies had income.c1 of 1es8 than

:J~l,OOO

.oo

a year.

Five of these fam:Llies vrere living on relief funds given
them by t.he Oahu :Public 1Nelfare Commission, and tlwee families

w~re

existing on W.P.A. funds.

One family'which had

s:i.x members, only two of whom .were un

··e-r-r&--yea-r-s~e£-a-ge-,.-------------

was existing on the sum of ~!;35.00 a month.
of

~he

Although most

families 11ved on small incomes, very few were

forced to live under very poor housing conditions.

Moat

of these families had had some contact with the various
health and welfare organizations.

'The Kalihi. study re-

vealed that delinquency anCi rell-3terl

problems

socir.~J.

occur1•ed in both the higher antci lover income groups .1
Mr. 1-I.B. Simpson, chief probat:1..on off.'icer of the
Juvenile Court of' Honolulu,

bE.:~lieves

thn.t

:·l

normnl home

is the place' where the prevention of r1ependency, which
develops dellnquency, should begin.
opinion, is one in
----------'~a-r-as

~Jich

A norma.l home, in his

the entire family circle lives as

possible in a harmonious and peaceful mB.nner.

In

order to do this, the economlc status must be hlp;h enough
to provide for at least the neces8ary things of llfe.

Mr.

Simpson points out that unsntlsfactory home conditions are
caused by the following factors:

1

the death of the mother,
-~-----------
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or father, or both; separation or d1vorce of parents;
"comrnon l~1w relations" with fr<~quent changing· of mates;
illegitimacy; desertion of parents; domestic troubles in
the home; and ill treatment and neglect of children.

The

two r:rentest cmwes of c1epenrlency, v.:r•lch i.A· the forerunner
of delinquency,

~re

law rela tlonships.

illegitimacy and the SO-CAlled conmon
In both these cnses, the child s te.rts

he should have.l
During tl•e year 1938, in Honolulu, t.re police took care
of a total of 1,~'561 juvenD.e cases.

'L'hese delinquen.ts, aged

six to seventeen, were charged for various offenses.

A

total of 231 were charged with burglary, 337 ·with larceny,
109 hac;l. committed sex offenses, 92 were chHrged with disorl~'S3

derly conduct and vagre.ncy,
committed other offenses..

with gambling, and 429 had

The number of juveniles arrested

fol' burglary \\'as far greater thnn the n:un1ber of edul ts
arrested for the same crime.

Only 155 persons ae;ed 18

years and over were ar1•ested for burglary durinr:; the year.2
The Juvenile Court in Honolulu is part of the Division
of Domestic -Relations of the F'irs t Circuit Court, and the
-------.

.~udge

Court.

of the Division is also the judge of the Juvenile
rrhe staff of the Juvenile Court is very small in

size to tal{e care of the hundreds of delinquent youth in
1

Curb of Juvenile
L!_l!_,__:Q_ee. 20, l 0v_3_9_,_ __

.:..;....:..___~_u_~_.!-_Bu1le

2

B.C.S.A., QE· cit., 21.
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the community.

The housing facilities of the Court are like-

wise very crowded and entirely inadequate.

Although the po- ·

lice have disposed of many cases which should have come under
the jurisdiction of t.he Juvenile Court, the remainder of
,juvenile cases represent too heavy a load for the facilities
of the Court.

It has been impossible to make a thorough

study of incHvic.lual problems or to carry out cons·istent tre_at-=---------ment

plans.l
Probably the most important court in the Territory of

Hawaii is the Domestic Relations Court with the ,Juvenile
Court.

'l1he val"lous domestic tragedies which the Domestic

Relations Court attempts to adjust definJ.tely affect the
type of problems that come into the Juvenile Court sooner or
later as neglect, dependency, or delinquency.

The personnel

of the Juvenile Court in addition to the judge consists of a
chief proba tlon officer, eight probation .officers of whom
four are men and four women, four truant Officers of who:m two
are men and two women, and two stenographers.
offense
__c___ _ _

i~

Unless the

such that the probation officer deems court

ac_tion necesflary, the first offender does not see the
judge, but his case is settled out of court by the probation
officer.

The child who has committed a- mol'e serious offense

or who has been in court several times may be taken for a
hearing before the judge.

The disposition in such cases is

made after the probation of.f.1.eer ht:tt1
1

desc-M:b~e-fld--+t+:bn::e.-----.,s:r-"11--thumacr+t+inonrr-~----======
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briefly for the ,1udge and made a
cases the child ma.y be orc1ered to

recommend.~
rc~port

tion.

In

the~e

on probation, made

a delinquent ward of the court and ordered to report on probation, placed under a thirteen months' suspended sentence,
or conrrni tted to the care and cus tod.y of an institution, agen ...
cy, probation officer, or other individual.

Every opportu-

.

nity is given the ·child to make en ad,iustment in. the
,y before he is placed in the Training School.

commun~-~~---~-----

The child

after coming to court is given a second chance to make his
own decision.

He is sent to the School only after every-

thing else has been tried and has been found ineffective.
In an interview with .Judge F'rancis M•' Brooks of the
Domestic Relations Court and the .Tuvenile Court, the
author was told. that approximately 140 boys from all parts
of the Territory were in the Industrial School.

The boys

are given a good home in the School. where tbey receive
good food and clean clothes.

Certain privileges are grant-

ed as soon as tl""l_ey are merited.

The parole officers look

for positions for the boys when they have become oriented.
Supervision over the youths is maintained after t.hey leave
the i~s tLt_ution •.J..

----''--------

The probation officers, in addition to other duties,
have been required to act in mRny cases as homefinders as
well as supervisors for delinquent children after they have
been pla.ced in foster homes and institutions.
1

Personal interview, (Jan. 27, 1940)

The task of
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finding a good home iR extremely d1.fficult because the
amount of money paid for board by the Court iR ·so low.
The usual monthly payment was

~plO.OO

for both private home

and institution. . If an older delinquent boy or girl, sometimes on parole from one of the two Training Schools, is
taken in to a .home where a younger foster ch:i.ld has been
placed, a great deal of harm may result,l

tutions· in Honolulu for child placement,

Sometimes it is

impossible to find an institutional placement for a child
because alJ of the homes are full or crowded.

It is es-

pecially difficult to find an institutional home for the
adolescent boy.
The Salvation Army Boys' Home will take boys of fourteen, but most of their boys are younger and they prefer to
have it so.

The Kalihi Orphanage or St. Mary 1 s Children 1 s

Eo:me will take the smaller boys, too.

The Waialee Training

School for boys is often the only available facility in the
community wl:ich will receive the boy who is fourteen years
of age or over who will beneflt from the right klnd of in_________··•-----s-t-1-tut-ional-lif_e._.

Leaders in Honolulu are conscious of the

need for more adequate facilities.

The Training Schools

bear a social stigma which each child would like to avoid.
Although the Schools are necesRary instruments in an effective system established for the purpose of treating juvenile
1

H.C.S.A., Op. cit., 27.
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offenders, other types of treatment should be tried before
the child is committed to the school.

If other .treatment

methods, such as probation, foster home care, or institutional placement could be used wi tJ~ succesfl, comm:t tme.nt to
the Training School might be un.necessary.l
The Ka.wa.iloa Traln:tng School for girls has been pass ..
inr; through a period. of general read.1ustment.
under which the
questioned.

inst~:ttu~ron-1-la-s-been_o,n_e_ra

The ,policies

ting have been

~~~--~~~--~-

The present superintendent is Mrs. Pearl

l'/IcCallum. who was appointed to that office in April, 1940,
when the fo:r•mer superintendent was dismissed.

Although

much adverse criticism was made concerning the past

admin~

istration, a great deal of valuable work must have been
accomplished.

1.Vith the new administration, the prospects

for a more effective training procedure for Hawaii's delinquent girls seems to be in order.

'rhe farm at the school

now produces sufficient milk, cream, a.nd butter for its own
use.

Efforts are being msde to increase the supply of veg-

etables, and sheep-raising was to be introduced at an early
date.

Because of the warm climate, the sheep would have

----tG-he_sheared frequently, but the raising of sheep would
be practical as a means of adding to.the meat supply of
the school. 2
A very

2

importt=~nt

work is being done for girls bythe

"Sheep-Raising Pro.iect Set for--KawaTioa"-,-The--Hono~u±-u~----Advertiser, April 30, 1940, p. 9, col. 2-.-~
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Sal vn tion Army Women 1 s Home.

'11 he

home shelters the un-

married expectnnt mot.1-,ers whoRt} families will not help them.
Kindly advice and good medical care are given the girls.
T.hey are taught how to care for their babies, how to feed
and bathe them.

~.-~/hen

the girls are ready to leave, the

home makes sure that tbe girls hnve .iobs o1• a place to go.
s-----'"t.'hf:><-._#( r

s are allowed to keep their own

circumstances permit.

Many of tl:]ese

br-:~.b

~;irls

:Les provided
are very young

and have been the victims of circumstances.l
The Detention Frome, es tablis.hed by law as a part of
the Juvenile CouJ;>t system, is tJ• e only place on Oahu in
which juveniles may legally 'be detained.

The Fome con-

sists of a ma:tn building :tn w.h:tc.h is located a reception
office and waiting room, . d:tnln;:; room and 1d tchen, and
another building, across a courtyard, which makes up the
dormitories for boys and g:i.rls.

Although the Home has

acconnnodations for 20 boys and 20 girls, it is often called
upon to take cnre of more than 40.

Both dependent and

delinquent children are brour;ht to the Home to await dis-p-osTtTon of-th-eir-cases by the ,Juvenile Court, police, or
social agencies.

Us~ally

dependent children awaiting

placement at the Home are younger than children brought
there following commission of an offense and who are
waiting ·disposition by ,iuvenile authorities.
1

These

"When Girl Needs F'riena-;--saiva tion:-u-om-e+s---()pen''--,-The_:___ _ _ _ __
Honolulu Advertiser, April 30, 1940, p. 3, col.· 3-4.

-·-----·--- ..........-··------··-·

-·~-

delinquent children include boys and girls up to 18 years
of age and wards of the Court up to 20.

Some 'of the older

boys and girls are detained there for short periods of tlme
vrhen they

.hHVe

viola ted parole and are to be returned to

the Training School.

The Home iR well managed in spite of

the difficulties crea.ted by the fact that both· dependent
and delinquent children ru1st be cnred for, without separate accommodations.

The staff

iA

com1)osed of n matron,

three assistants, a cook, and a watchman.
The Detention Fome is supposed to be for temporary care
of children, but it is sometimes necessary for
main there for weeks at a time.

t~1em

to re-

Sometimes treatment of a

physical disorder is. necessary before a plncement can be
made, and it is essential for the ch1.ld to stay at the
Home during the time of treatment.

Often children who have

been unable to a.djust. themselves in other institutionfl or
in foster homes make a splendid adjustment at the Detention
Home and are sorry to leave when the time comes for them
to do so.

This is interesting in vievv of the fact that

_____ the ma,i ori ty of people look upon the De ten tlon Home as
•-----a-place fo-r-pun-i-s.hmen t .1
All children committed to the Training Schools, according to ter•ri torial law, must be psychologically examined.
The Psychological Clinic, established as a part of the UniHawaii in 1922, gives the examinations locally.
1

H.C.S.A., Op. cit., 29.
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Mental testing is only a nart of the

9sychol~e;ical

service.

The psyc.holor;ist employs botJ1 rnentaJ. testinr: and interview
for observing the emotlonnl state of the individual.

1929 to 1939, the Clinic exruninod
Vonolulu ,Juvenile Court.

1,2~2

From

children for the

· ~Phe Cliri:i.c genernlly provides

probation officers with sugge8tions for treatment in addit:Lon to the results of the mental teRts.

'Jlhe Kalihi study

brings out the poi.n t that the results of the psychological
examination should be viewed ns but one phase of the child's
personality and should be integNtted with the other aspects
of his behavior in the tPea tment plans formula ted.

,Tuven ..

ile Court facilities should be such that a thorough study
of tbe indi Vldual Ch iJ.d could be made, in 8.CCOl"d vfi th aC""
cepted princinles, so thnt it would not oe neces8ary for
the nrobation officer to ask for or to accept recommendations as. to ge.neral tren tment from the psyc.holog;is t .1
~1 ruancy

is tbe most frequent. tyr>e of ,juvenile delin-

quency that is found in tbo sc.hoo1s.

'rhe hn.ndling of this

problem has been undertaken largely by a force of inade___q_ua._Lely traj_,p,_§)d truant officers who form part of the Juven:[Ie Court personnel.

rl,he truant officers work largely

in t.he elernentary schools.
advisers in t.he

int.er~ned:Late

Attendance is checked by school
rmd sen1or ld.gh schools.

When

school problems such os truancy become chronic, they are
referred to the tr1wnt officer aprointec1 to the school.
1

~' 31.

In
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cases of persistent truancy, the problems are turned over
to the ._Tuvenile Court probation offj_cers.
In the Kalihi study area, trunncy proved to be much
more of a problem among

the

boys and girls attending the

intermediate schools, particularly among children 14 to 16
years of age.

The fact that these children are in the stage

of adolescence explains to a certain degree
toward truancy, but

~nother

thi~

tendency

factor may be Rttributed to the

policy of promoting children annually by a system of chronological grading.

~Phis

system vms adopted to deal with the

large amount of retardation in the schools.

It was thought,

too, that the dull, older child would be better adjusted if
he were placed with children of his

O\m

age.

All children

entering the intermediate schools are, in ·most schools,
tested and grouped in relation to achievement.

This system

of grading places ·in the seventh or eighth grade classes
many children who are totally unable to do the work of
these grades but who have been promoted annually because
of their age.

Truancy is found especially among this group

--~~---of-ch-ildren-who_ca.nnot

do the school work.

The schools are

endeavoring tocope with this difficult problem of fitting

~~

the curricula to meet the needs of both the poor and the
good pupils.

Truancy is often a sign of maladjustment in

the home as well as in the school, and a great deal of careful at ten tfon should be given to--thl-B>---;t<p,_.r_..o.JJ.b.L.l..__,e=mllJ_JL_.~~~~:--~~------~~~
one of the gravest problems confronting the youth of
Hawaii is that of unemployment which will become more
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serious as time goes on, particularly in the urban centers,
unless greater provision is made for more adequate vocational training.

'l:he Honolulu Vocational School offers trade

traj_ni.ng programs, but these courses are open only to those
who have been graduated from high school.

Many young people,

although they may have abilities in some of the crafts, are
une.ble to take advantage of these prop;rams because they have
not been graduated from high school.

Vocational training is

needed urgently for a. large group of boys who, because of
financial or scholastic reasons, cannot complete the high
school course.

Because these boys have not been trained

along vocational lines, they cannot find employment.

As

members of unemployed groups, these boys present a real problem in the community.

A more adequate vocational program

must be inaugurated, likewise, for the girls.
courses should be given added attention.

Ffome making

Maid service

training should be stres8ed as there is a need for good
maids.

At Farrington High School in the Kalihi district, a

program for the training of maids has been established, and
40 young women have been graduated from the school and given
~~~-pos-i-t-1ons .-L______ _

The elementary and intermediate schools in the rural
districts, particularly tho8e connected. with the plantations,
are doing a fine servlce for their pupils in the Smith-Hughes
work.

on Ewa PJantation, located on the Island on Oahu, the
--------------------------

1

Hawaii. Denartmen t of Publ1.c Instruction, A!J:~~a~ ~~E_<?_r~,
12, (Aug.·- 5, 1940)
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girls receive excellent training in homemaking.
courses give training in

cookin~,

making, ·and child care.

~~he

budget their expenses.

These

sewing, nursing, bed-

girls learn bow to plan and

'rhey learn how to serve balanced

meals using island products whenever possible.

ClasAes

in maid service have been held, but more should be done
in this respect.

Girls are also given

experienc~J.n___

----------·--

:oracflcal hygiene and f:lrst aid, and they assist the school
nurse in treating otl1er children for minor skin infections.
The boys on th.e plantation have practical experience in
maintaining home gardens as well as school gardens.
Honolulu

Sta.r-Bull~~in,

one of Honolulu's

~eading

The

news-

papers, has sponsored the school and home garden program
. for many years and has been instrumental in making the
children of Hawaii garden-minded.
The garden project at Ewa is very successful and is
supervised by a teacher who has charge of shop work as
well.

The surplus vegetables raised in the r.;ardens are

used in the school cafeteria.

In the shop, practical

training is given the boys in utilizing materials avail____ 1,3.ble_"j.n the.. com111unity-.-

The boys are also given training

in more specialized types of shop worlc.

The boys in the

Smith-Hughes classes have regular academic training
adapted to their specific needs for part of the time.

A

==--=-----------

port lon of the s ch o o 1 week 1 s spent :In a c :t.:ua.l---we~.T'-E~14-'n-+tlhl-t:)e,----__
canef1elds.

The teacher in charge of the class goes with
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the boys and acts a.s a

_!~~'

or overseer.

The boys go to

work at the regular hour with the other plantation workers
and are paid according to the amount and quality of the work
done.

All of the boys are able to earn a satisfactory

amount.
poultry.

'l1hese

boys learn, too, about the proper care of

Plantation work is being made as.attractive and

ent ic iniL_as

p_9 s

sJ.hl_e •____ Thi-s--is-r i-gh 'c b-ecalise- agi'Icui tu-rai

employment must necessarily claim a large proportion of the
youth.
The Vocational Division of the Department o1' Public
Instruction directs all of the adult vocational classes
in the fieJ.ds of agriculture, homemaking, and trades and
industries.

It directs as well the vocational classes for

the pupils over 14 years of age who are regularly enrolled
in the schools.

Pre-employment trade courses are given in

machine shop, auto and diesel mechanics, electricity,
drafting, welding, cafeteria service, dressmaking, homemaking, carpentry, and agriculture.

During the year of

1938, over 10,000 boys in the intermedia.te and .high school

grades were enrolled in pre-vocational shop courses.
Apprentice programs for the traininr:; of new workers have
been established.

These courses equip the pupil so that

he can fulfill tbe requ:trements for lAter work.

During

1938, 14,000 children were enrolled in Rarden and pre-

wex•e enrolled in pre-vocational homemaking classes.

Schools are
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showinp; an increased lnterest in offerlng courses fo:r• boys
as weJ.l

8.8

for girls ln dEH:lling wi tb pro.blems of modern

fam:i.ly life.

'l'he school cafeter:ias, cluring 1938, served

over 52,000 five-cent lunches daily.l

Much of the equip-

ment usec1 in tf.te homemaking classes and in the cafeterias
is very inadequate, however, and ~~ould be replaced.2
------

Many factors enter :l.nto a study of ,j1.1venile 'problems.

community's interest in the correction and training of
Juveniles who have broken tr1e law, it should not be expected to be the agency for the prevention of delinquency.
The Court may prevent the recurrence of a delinquent act;
but long before the Court becomes involved, the community
must·have done its part to prevent delinquency.

The pre-

vention of delinquency rests upon the citizens of the
community.

The family, the schools, the churches, the

public administration, and all the various spiritual and
recreational asAocia tions that are nctive in the life of
the connnuni ty all play a part in the prevention of delinquency.3
---

1

Hawaii.
~~ort,

2

Hawaii.
Repor~,

3

;l!l~

~

Department of Public Instruction, Ji!.e.!l_n}_a}
28, (Jan., 1939)
Depa:r.•tment of Public Instruction, Annual
13, (Aug. 5, 1940)

The Child ·welfare League of America, Inc., A Brief
Study of the Children's Organizations City and
C0,it1£Y B.f Honolulu ~wi i£ Recomm~~a:a i~_!gn~-;-:rrr.-···
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CHAPrrER V

TI-IE CHILD A'l' PLAY

'rhe value of play and recreation cannot be overestimated.

People need the hea;llnp: and r(:)storHtive benefits of

comnlete relaxation.

The playground with its m.,_ny play

.

activities haf.l a very important
function in the life of the
.
--------'chi_ld.

1

------

Hawaii., wl th a cli.ma te that mo.kes it. .nos s ible to
-------

participate in outdoor activities on practically every day
of the year, has become one of the gree.test playgrounds ln
the world.

Many peoples from widely separated parts of the

world have settled in Hawaii, ana each group has contributed
its· share to the development of recreation in the Islands.
The early Hawailans lived a very simple life.

Great

interest was sho\IIJ!l in games, however, and an in teres ~ing
variety of sports was developed by both the younr; and old.
Swimming, diving, and fishing were tb.oroughly en.ioyed by
all the Hawaiians.

Ancient. surf-rlcling was a :POpular

sport, and today this sport ma1ces Waikiki unique among
ba. thing resorts .1

The ancient Hawaiians indulged in vari-

ous forms of wrestling and boxlng.
long hill and on a na1•row sled.

Sledding was done on a

Fencing, spear throwing,

and bowling 1Jirere other snorts that were enjoyed years ago.
The

1

h~la.

(dance) provided another form of recreation and

Honolulu (city and county). Recreation Commission,
(hereafter ref erred te as IT. R • C-..7)_,,~-~~JI::::i::!s:=.t~o~r~y!';--·~o~fs.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
R~creation i~

Hawaii, 114.
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entertainment.

The dance haP degenerated so that the modern

form as sometimes given in brazen demonstrations does not
show the slightest resemblance to the ancient hula.
true hula is beautiful.

The

rehe ali (chant) accompaniment told

the his tory of a great people.

rrhe old Hawaiian bards per-

petuated the memories of p;ods, goddesses, and heroes in
their chants.

The hula had a religious significa-nce, and

through----J-t--wa-s-telEl--t.l-:lce-1-ove_ of___th_e_ Eawa.i_i_ang~ _for__ t.l1~ _s e~-'

the wind~ and the other beautit'ul forces of nature. 1
The Americans and the Anglo-SaxonR seem to have had
the greatest influence in the establishment of recreational
divers1.ons in Hawaii.

Baseball, American football, soccer,

polo, golf, yachting, rowing, tennis, boxing, wrestling,
basketball, and volleyball are played the whole year round.
One of the oldest games found in Hawaii 1.s cricket, but
this game is not played by many at the pref!ent time.
The Hawaijan born Chinese youth have made a good showing in practically every ma.jor sports competition in Hawaii.
The Chinese have many holidays a.nd festivals which have
contributed to the history of recreation in the Islands.
The Chinese·drama is very_ interesting, but it is often misunderstood by the foreign mind which is not familiar with
all the conventions.
batic

Music, singing, de.ncing, and acro-

games are all associated with the Chinese drama.

1

Ibid, 125.

2

Ibid, 102.

2
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The Filipinos celebrate the birthday of Dr ••rose Rizal
each year on December 30.

A var:l.ed program is carried out

in honor of this great Filipino hero.

In the mor•ning a

parade is conducted through t.be business district of Honolulu.
Games of baseball, basketball, and volleyball are held in the
afternoon in the various centers of the Filipino people.
Dances and musical entertainments are held in tne evening
of the same day.
-1'lle-Fi-J:-1:Dinos
'·
.

-are---V~.relLr_enr_esen.ted
....

in the

------------ - - - -

-

field of sports and games.l
Hina Matsuri, or Doll's Festival, in March, and Tango
No Sekku, or Boys' Day, in May, are the two most important
festivals for the Japanese people.
celebrates these occas lons wi t.h

The Academy of Arts

appropl~ia

te displays and

programs .2
The Korean people as a race are physically strong and,
as

e.

rule, are somev1ha t larp.;er than the other Orientals.

The Kor•eans take part in such games as football, baseball,
and basl<:e tba.ll.

The T<:orean Amateur League enters en thusi-

astically into the sports of Oahu.

The Korean girls are

active in the varj_ous recreational activitj_es such as bas-- ketball, __t_ennJ.§~, _ap.d_ swinuning.

The most important festi-

val of the year is known as the Spring Festival which is
held in May.
1

rrhe Butterfly, Spring, Sword, and Monk's

Ibid, 105.

---------'::2'---,_ Ihid, 1=2~·>=-9-=-._ _ __

--------
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dances are interesting Korean numbers.l
The Portuguese have a number of festivals and traditions.

The ma,i ori ty of these belonp; to the Ca. tho lie Church

and are religious in c.ha.racter.
the outstanding festival.

~rhe

Holy Ghost Festival is

Some of the old Portuguese dances

are still in use, and occasionally a little of the Portuguese drama is presented in certain parts of the Isla.nds.2

~~----~'-----

Every part of Hawaii is showing an interest in recrea tional problems.

The Islands of Hawaii, Maui, Molokai,

Kauai, and Lanai all have unified recreational programs.
The y.w.c.A., Y.M.C.A., the rrirl Scm).ts, and tr:e Boy Scouts
do effective work in the outside Islands.
The Recreation Commission of' the City and County of
Honolulu has developed a splendid program for tbe Island of
Oahu.

The Girl Scouts, the Boy Scouts, the Y.M.C.A., the

Y.w.c.A., and similar organizations endeavor to assist the
homes, the schools, and the churches in character building.
A very important organize. tion is that knO\".'ll as Palama Settlement.3

The work of this agency will be dealt with at length

a little later.4
The Recreation 9ommission serves as the headquarters
for the Hawaiian Association Amateur Athletic Union; City1

l_bid, 133.

2

Ibi~,

135.

5-Il?.I.Q; ul23 •

4

See below p. 100.
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wide Leaders' Association; Playground Directors' Association; Citywide Athletic /lssociation; Hawaii Surfing Association; Cruising Club of HawEd.i; ,Tunior Republic; Oahu
Amateur Radio Club; Wa:talua, 'Vahiaw-a, and Windward Oahu
Community Associations.l
The Hawaiian Association of the i\.mateur Athletic Union
of the Un1ted States has, in con.iunction with the other
youth agencies, done much to reduce the problem of ,iuvenile
delinauency in '-Tawaii.
nosed of numerous

The Amateur Athleti,c Union is com-

asPociation~

scattered

throu~hout

tbe

United States and is the largest sports-governing body in
the world,

It hns ,iurisdiction over sixteen branches of

athletics.

The Hawailan Associat1on strives always to co-

operate with all agencies. that promote the welfare of Har)

wail's youth."'

The Playground Directors' Associat:lon endeavors to
promote the welfare of its employed personnel and to
assist in encouraging recreat:lonal activjties at large.
The Citywide Leaders' Association is comnosed of young
people who .have received their tralning from well quali- - - _fied-d:lrectors.---'11he maintenance of proper attitudes
toward children and play actlv:tties is stress.
~;vide

The City-

Athletic Association endeavors to organize a wholesome

program of senior and mass sports activities for Honolulu's
____1__ H.R.C._, Annual Repor_t, __B_,uu (1939)
2
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youth. 1
is

n

The Junior Hepub1ic of Fawaii, organized ·in 1929,

non-sectarian, non-polit1cal organization for groups

of young men from 16 to 26 years of age.

'l1he

tTunior 11epub-

lie strives to foster gooc3 cltizensbip and true sportsmanship.

~Tundreds

of younp; men from the slum areas have been

greatly benefited by partlcipation in worthwhile activities
and clubs. 2
mhe-Ree-~ea-t.ton-Com.mis sion_

o_f

T!_on.olu:l_u__ll~e1ts

tt:>_P:r'<?m_9te ___ _

and uphold the fine ideals and S1)irit of play and recrea.tion.
Nine playgrounds under supervision were in operation in 1925,
but in 1939 the number of these playgrounds had increased to
34.

rrhe playground attendance for 1925 was 25,329,

For

1939 the day attendance was 1,100,IJ,77, and the night attendance was 142,934 which made a total of 1,273,411.

'rhe total

number of participants plus spectators "Was l, '168 ,389.

Out

·of a total of 35 playr;rounds which offer day recreation,
'7.

nine of these provide night recreation aa well. 0

Close cooperation between the schools' physical education program and the program of supervised play fol' children
in playground work is very essent:tal.

Play~rounds

have been

a powerful factor in promoting health, initiative, self-confidence, obedience, cooperation, self-control, honesty, loyalty, and the ideals of fair play and good sportsmanship.
1

Ibid, 78.

2

.:fbid, 83.

3

H.R.C., Annual _Report, 3, (1939)

----

'(
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Children of all ages and races come to the playgrounds.
Social barriers are broken down, ·and all groups·mix in a
spirit of true friendliness.

A comprehensive program has
c--:-

been adopted to meet tr·e need8 of each individual.

Small

children are nlaced in a specinl section reserved for them. 1
A campaign is car1•led on once a. year to teach swimming to
all who cannot swim.

J-·reference is g:i.ven to types of

ac ti vi ties thHt-te.na-to -creveropu sldTls --a.nd- attitudes -that- -will function in later life.

Today an effort is belng made

by all youth organlzations to develop, nhysically and mentally, as many individuals ar posslble.

Juvenile delinquency

is reduced by providing a wholesome outlet for the normal
cravin~s of youth for exciting Hnd violPnt act.~.v:i.ty.2

The actlvi ties of the playgrounds during 1939 included
swimming, tracl{ anr1 field, volleyball, basketball, baseball
(skinball), playground ball (softball), boxing, football,
soccer, contests and tournaments, play days, celebrations
on special days, festival programs, socials, classes in
art, music, and dramatics, 'concerts and glee clubs, fistball, exhibits, excursions, hikes, picnics, camping, and
s_tory __ telling_._ _J{a ter shovv-ers were en,j oyed on 17 playgrounds during 1939.

This was done through the cooperation

of the Honolulu Fire Department, the Park Board, and the
Board of Water Supply.

2

iii . .

~' 150.

The third Annual Community Kids'
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Circus was held at the Civic Auditorium during this year,
also.l
Many improvements were m"lde during 1939 by the Hecreation Commission on Oahu.

Training courses and elementary

swi:nnning courses for teachers were given.

Splendid news----~

paper and rad.io public 1 ty for a 11 recrea tiona.l ac ti vl ties
was maintained weeldy.
On the plantations the opportunities for recreation
are many and varied.

l'he chlld.ren of pla.nta tion employees

1

have all the equipment of the school ground for their use.
Baseball, basketball, and volleyball are very popular
amonp; the older people.

Some of the plantations have

spent great sums on.equipment for recreational endeavors.
Tennis courts, swi:mmjng pools, gymnasiums, and athletic
fields have been built in some instances. 2
Palama Settlement is a semi-public health and welfal'e
center whicl1 is owned by and maintained for the people of
Honolulu.

The plant has

f':l'O'~~'!ll

extensively since it was

first founded on a very small Reale in 1896.

Today

Palama Settlement serves thow=1ands of people of all ages.
~alama

renders-a splendid service by giving medical and

dental help to a va.st nwnber.

Public health nursing is

an important part of Palama 1 s work, also.
Palama Settlement has dedicated itself to "filling
_ _ _l__H-.R.O.-,-Annua-1 Report, 11, (1939)
2

-

_

_.

H.R.O., A Histol'y
. of Recreation...in Hawaii, 53.
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the leisure time of youth in such a way as to develop them
in body, mind, and sp.irit".l

Athletic activi'ties of every

kind are in operation throughout the year.

A vacation camp

for the use of the public has been maintained by Palama for
a period of twenty years.

'l1he

camp is simple but attract-

ive. · It is located in an ironwood grove beside the sea at
Waialua~

During 1936 a total of 38UO people took advantage

headaue.rters of the Tuberculosis Association of Hawaii, the
Society for the Control of Cancer, the Social Hygiene Assoelation of Hawaii, and the J:'uerto Rican Civic AsAociation.
The Settlement houses a branch of the Public Library, also.2
The comprehensive recreation program developed by
Palama has been a source of great benefit to the people of
Honolulu.

In 1925 Palama moved into its new quarters on

Vineyard Street in Honolulu.
cal plant is extensive.

Today the Settlement's physi-

It includes a gymnasium, an out-

door swimm:tng pool, locker and shower rooms, athletic field,
children's playground, pavilion and equipment, a clubhouse,
carpenter shop, domestic science building, tennis courts,
auditorium, reading rooms, public library annex, game rooms,
clubrooms, and offices.~

The membership fee is placed on an age basis.
1

Honolulu.

Palama

~::>ettlement,

It

!•·ortieth Anniversary, 5,

(1936)
-~-2--I-b-id.··

b

-Honolulu.
(1939)

Palama Settlement, Statistical Report, 19,
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ranges from $0.50 to
from

q~O .50

to

~~3 .00

~~2 .00

a year for girls and women and

a year for boys and men.

Those who are

unable to pay these fees on an installment plan are given
an opportunity to earn their membership by working for it.
Short-term memberships are granted to those who wish to be
affiliated with Palama for a single athletic activity.
During 1939 a total of 3,153 boys and men and l,B37 girls
and women were served on an membership basis.

Active

participation in some form of activity, on the part o.f members A.nd non-members, reached the le.rge figure of 196,890
for boys and men and 174,933 for gil•ls and women or a total
of 371,823 for both.
spectators

A very conservative estimHte of

at games and other recreational activities was

placed at 81,795.1
Well organized programs are developed which follow the
Mainland seasonel interests in spite of the slight differences in the seasons of Hawaii.

Special attention is

given to the varying needs of the summer months when the
children are not in school.

The services of Palama are

available to any community group which may lack facilities

----- --or -:tts

own.-

The Recreation Department of Palama Settlement is
affiliated with the Boys' Clubs of America.

Participation

in the national indoor athletic competitions and swimming
meets is a part of Palama 1 s program.
1

Ibid.

As members of the

HawajJ.an Assoc:tation of the A.A.U., corrrpetitive games are
entered in practically all snorts sponsored. by this organlzation.

narticip~ted

Certain A.A.U. activities are

girls, also.

in by

Pnlomn is n.fflliatecl with tho Honolulu Coun-

cil of the Boy Scouts of Ainerlco. and t.he G:i.rl Scouts as
welJ.l

.

'i1he Hecrc.:;a tion Depurtment of Palama Settlement offers
--

D.

variety of interests, n. source of companlonsl:ip, and a

solut:ton of nw.ny leisure tlme problems to hundroc3s of boys
who otl-:1orwise would hnvo no
ambltions.

to reallze their

op~)ortunity

Underprivile~ed

boys of Palruna District and

elsewhere are glven 11nder s tnncHnr;, p;u1.clance, nnd the best
klnd of leadership.

Activities are directed in various

forms of cultural activities, arts, crafts, social events,
and sportsmanship.
Pnlama is a place whore glr•ls may

l.ern~n

sew, and to become mor•e able hon,emakers.

to cook, to

A girl is gi von

an op-t')ortuni ty to tmDl"ove her li vinr; concH tions and to s ecure vocational training for a bettor livelihood.

An

opnortunity to satisfy an inn.n. te in8 tinct for self ex1>ross:ton is 8.'T8.1Eil5le to all.
act, to dance, and to sing.

Girls may les.rn to r_·.aint, to
'Jlhe l'hvsical Educ::.1 t:ton divi-

sion at Palama is very popular.
In 1939 the Settlement dissolved t.he boys
recreation
--------=-1

Ibid.

1

and girls'

divisiona end organized a neighborhood center
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department.

A group work division whicll incJ:ur'les both

boys and p_;j.rls and a ph;rsicDl echlC[c tion divj sion which
includes both sexes are under this department.l

rr.'his de-

partment will seek to develop normal, wholesome relntionships among the young people through the use of recreation.
Many boys on Droba tion from tl", e .Tuvenile Court are sunervised at J·alama, and tb e good thn t is accomnlished cannot

a-----'-=

be overeAtimated.
Hawtd.l offers much

j_.n

the vm.;<-r of play and recren t:ton.

Throughout the year the clirrw.te is iden.l for many sports.
The beaches, the parks, the

r~ublic

playg:r•ounds all provide

am:rle ODportuni ties for ulay j_n the f!;l'eo.t out of cJ.oors.
Nature has been extr•emely kind in beautiful Hawait, and,
man bt-ls added modern facil:1.ties whicl! u.id materially in
creatin~

various forms of recreational activities.

Splen-

did recreational programs cl es igned especially for t.h e
people are very effective in

curbin~

Civic-minded citizens are becoming-

~.roung

delinquent tendencies.

incl~es.s ingly

aware of

the value of suitable recreation for the boys and Rirls
of their C011m1uni ty.

author,

(Jan. 3, 1941)
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RESUME AND CONCLUSIONS
C.ertain unj_que problems are found in Hawaii because of
the location of the Islands at the Crossroads of t.he Pacific
and because of t.he presence of varied racial groups within
her borders.

•-~~~

'.L'he plantations imported p;reat numbers of innni-

grants to meet the problem of labor shortage during the latter
part of the last century and the early part of this century.
The result of this wave of foreign labor was that a large
group of children who had no background of American culture
and who had no knowledge of the English language were brought
into the schools.

At the present time, however, only a

small fraction of one per cent of the school children are
of foreign birth.

'roday Hawaii is definitely American in

ideals and way of life.

'l1he

home, the school, and the

church are true American agencies.

The generous support of

tlle population for social welfare and health work is amazing.

The Parent-Teachers Association is very active, and

men as well as women show great interest in its work.
Among t.n.e-youth of Hawaii is emergin[S a common bond of
understanding in the American pattern.

A new problem

is arising in view of pl"esent world war conditions.

The

second-generation Japanese in the Islands are confronted
by the c enflicting viewpoints of American democracy with

~~~~-----"~

the ambitions of Japan 1 s military.

Adjustments will have

to be made wherever there is a clash between the national-
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istic sentiment for Japan as expressed by some of the older
·Japanese and the American tradition that is a part of the
lives of the new generation.
Honolulu is the center of a great pror-;ram of formal
public education for the entire group of Islands •. In the
schools of Hawaii are children of various t;vpes qf ability
----·tlnd __ambition.

'l,hey come from homes Vl!',ich differ greatly

in economic status and in cultural background.

All of

these children need to be educa te(1, and particular a ttention must be given to the probable places in society that
they will eventually occupy.

A definite need for more

pre-vocational training is evident.

Many Honolulu employ,;.

ers are voiclng t.he opinion that inc rea sed vocational
training in Hawaii's schools is es8ential.

Complete re-

organization of the intermediate and senior high schools
of th·e Territory, with increased emphasis upon vocational
tl"aining, is being advocated.
Civic leaders and the public in general are cognizant
of the needs of youth in. Hawaii.
Y.M.C.A., the

Y.w.c.A.,

'rhe youth programs of the

the Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts,

-

Palama Settlement, the City-County Recreation Commission,
and other organizations are outstanding examples of the
zeal and spirit that are prevalent.

More facilities for

night recreation are needed in certain places.
--~S~me~eaknes8es__in legisl~tion

ere apparent in regard

to the territorial laws governing compulsory education.
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Children are compelled to attend school until.they are sixteen or until the beginnin9,; of the school year following
the attainment of t.he fifteenth birthday.

rrhis can be in-

terpreted to mean that a child who becomes fifteen on or
before August 31 does not have to attend school after that
cla te for the school year begips the following day.
._Tuvenile Court controls·.

t.bJ~._r_egulation

rrhe

_of -the- system-Gf------- -----~

truancy supervision.

'rhis should be in the hands of the

school authorities.

Another weaknesFJ is that the Depart-

ment of Public Instruc tj.on lacks authority for supervision
of standards of curricula in private schools of the Territory.

At present

tr~.e

Department can only grant licenses

to the private schools and has no authority to revoke or
demand renewal of the

licen~es.

The author offers the following conclusions concerning the problems of adolescents in Hawai:t:
1.

The home is

stil~

the most important agency in

the development of the life of the child.

Building

construction in Hawaii is not unlike that on the Mainland where climatic conditions are fwmewhat simila:t.>.
-

2.

--

--

Hawaii has intolerable slum conditions, but a

determined effort is being put forth to clear the slum
areas.

Three low cost housing pro,iects have been start-

ed and are nearing completion.
::5. __ Much is being_done _on the plantations and. also

~~~~~~

in the cities to raise the standard of living conditions.
Many social and welfare agencies give help and guidance
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to those in need.
4.

Hawaii is a true "melting-pot" of races, but her

ideals and concepts of life are eAeentially American in
chara.c tar.
5.

~ducators

of education..

in Bawaii display a sound philosophy

Character is cons ide red the important

·---

foundation stone in the building of good citizenship, and
the needs of each individual child-are- r-ecog.ni-ze-d and-

cared for.
6.

Social workers and civic leaders are extremely

interested in caring for tJ•e youth of Hawaii.

Adequate

recreational prorr,rams are carried out to curb delinquent
tendencies by substituting worthwhile activities for undesirable modes of conduct.
One must always remember that Hawaii is an integral
part of the United States and that her institutions are
typically American.

The newspapers, the radio, and the

motion picture theatres play an important part in Americanizing and in unifying the poople of Hawaii.

Because

of the tendency toward intermarriage in the Islands, a new
------

racrally hybrid-population is coming into existence.

The

young people of Hawaii are keenly aware of American customs and ideals, and they will be the means of strengthening the ties of the new American culture that is already
ev:tdEmt :in the Islands.

-------

The spirit of friendliness, good

will, and tolerant 1:t!lde;~tand.:l.l1g among the var:tous peoples -of the Territory of Hawaii is conveyed in the one word,
Aloha..

-----
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TABLE Ill
Population of Bawaii2
______ ......,

--Hawaiian

PartHawaiian

_____

---

NonHawaiian

. ----=---------··-·""----

~~

1778
1823
1832
1836
1850
1853
1860
1866
1872
1875
1878
1884
1890
1896
1900
1910
1920
1930

(Estimate) 300,000
11
134,750
124,049
(Census)
II
10?,354
II
82,035
11
71,019
66,984
57,125
"
49,044
"
(Estimate) 46,400
44,088
(Census)
40,014
"
34,436
"
31,019
28,'718
11
26,041
It
23,'723
22,636
"

"

"
"

-

558
1,640
2,487
2,900
3,420
4,218
6,186
8,485
9,536
12,506
18,027
28,224

--

--

---

--

-

-----

-- - - - - -

175 (Est.)
II
400
It
600
1,572
"
2.119
"
II
2,816
II
4,194
5,366
"II
6,047
II
10,477
II
36,346
II
49,368
69,516
"II
115,747
153,362
"
214,162
317,4'76

"
"

Total
··-···--

300,000
134,925
124,449
10?;954
84,165
73,138
69,800
62,959
56,897
55,347
57,985
80,578
89,990
109,020
154,001
191,909
255,912
368,336

--

1

Romanzo Adams, Interracial Marriage in Hawaii, 8.

2

All estimates are by Romanzo Adams. The first census
taken under the United States governmental authority was in 1900, and th~ attempt to use Mainland
racial classifications proved unsuccessful. Before
1896 the hybrid descendants of Hawaiia.ns and .foreigners were classified as "half-caste". The term
n" was used for the first time in the

~-------
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TABLE IIIl
Civilian Population of Hawaii as Racially Classified
for Census Purposes
(1930)
Race of People

Male

r-----1H~~a~-~an--~--~

11,311

-i/7lJ(j

Caucasian-Hawaiian
Asiatic-Hawa~ian

Portuguese
Puerto Rican
Spanish
Other Caucasian
Chine.se
Japanese
Korean
Filipino
Negro
All Others
Total

1

Adams,

2£·

(est~)*

~it.,

6,282
13,870
3,635
631
12,591
16,561
75,008
3,999
52,566
322
125

Female
11,325
-7-,-872- 6,310
13,718
3,036
588
11,767
10,618
64,623
2,462
10,486
241
92

204,661 143,138

Total
22,636
-15~6-32-

12,592
27,588
6,671
1,219
24,358
27,179
139,631
6,461
63,052
563
217

347,799

13~

Estimated by subtracting from the total number of
"Other Caucasians" the number of soldiers, sailors,
and marines, and the estimated number of officers
together with the number of members in the families
of the officers.
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TABLJ:!; IVl
Civilian Population of Hawaii
First Modified Classification (1930)
(To show mixture that has taken place in Rawaii)

il---_R.ace of

Peop~---

-·-------

·--------x-sFfe-clas s if iea
Census
(Estimates)
-C1assiTicaYionu- Pure Race - Hybria -------------------

----~--------

Hawai:1an • • • • •
Caucasian-Hawaiian.
Asiatic-Hawaiian. •
Portuguese-!:- • • • •
Puerto Rican-!~ • • •
Spanish~~.
• • •
Other Ca:ucasian • •
Chinese •
•
Japanese. • • • • •
Korean.
• •
•
Filipino. • •
•
Negro
• • •
All Others. •
• •

•

•
•
•

. .••
.
. . . . ..
. . .. . .•
..... •
•

Total

1

-----------

22,636
15,632
12,592
27,588
6,671
1,219
24,358
27,179
139,631
6,461
63,052
563
217

27,588
6,671
1,219
18,516
26,749
139,131
6,301
61,677
563
217

5,842
430
500
160
1,375

347,799

301,488

46,311

12,856

9,780
15,632
12,592

Ibid, 15.

*--The absence-of mixed-bloods in the above table under the
titles Portuguese, l'uerto Rican, and Spanish does
not mean that there are no mixtures of those groups
but only that the mixtures are not, according to .the
arbitrary definitions of the census,· counted in these
respective classes. 'l'he numbers in the third column
do not indicate the number of mixed-bloods, but they
give the numbers classified in the census in a cerwa • For instance, 430 is the number of part-------chinese-who-a-re-classified as
nEts e., ___ 'l.:l ~no:UJ1rl!S:aall'1nrfdt-f:sr---,----'----of part-Chinese are classified as Asiatic-Hawa11ans-and a few as Japanese.
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TABLE V
Hawaii Census Figures 1
(1930-1940)

-----·-. -·--------------·-· -·---------------1930
1940
----- ------.-- ___ ·--

--

,

Per cent change
of plus

----~·-

------~------·-

Hawailans and
Part-Hawaiians. •

50,860

64,310

26.4

_Caucasians. • • •

73, '?_0~-

103,791

40.8

157,905

13.1

27,179

28,774

5.9

•

6,461

6,851

6.0

Puerto Hi cans • •

6,671

6,851

2.6

780

834

6.4

Japanese

•

.

• • 139,631

Chinese • • • • •
Koreans

Others

.• ..
•

.•

• • •

Per cent change
of minus
Filipinos

63,052

52,569

16.6

----~-----~·-·-·····-~·----

This preliminary report based on the sixteenth
census sho'.'J'S that the Hawaiian, part-Hawaiian, and
Caucasian residents in Hawaii increased much more rapidly between 1930 and 1940 than did the Japanese, while
the Filipinos in the Territory declined in number.

1

"Hawaii Gensus Figures Listed", The Honolulu Advertif!@r, March 10, 1941, p. 1, cor. 7.
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'-PABLE vrl

Brides and Grooms in Hawaii for the Year 1932-1933

--·--·
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-------------····-· --·--··

·------~

Races of Brides
Races
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~
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Grooms
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::t:

----·----~

..• awaiian
H

CaucasianHawaiian
As in ticHawaiian
p ortuguese
p uerto Ricar
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0 ti-Jer
Caucasian
Chinese
Japanese
Kore an
F.' ilipino
A 11 others

----- ----·- ·--Total

0

a.

<(

(.)

--·. -·-·

~--

Q)

~

56

20

24

6

18

65

36

21

13
6
2

32
24
3

28 11 2
12 181 2
4 47
5

6

37
7
5

18
20
12
3
22
3

6
4
1
22
1
--------

7

--4

·t:

83

3

1
5
1
21 10
1
4

135 204 178 342 66

(/':
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0- ;J;;;t;
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c
0
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Q
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Q)
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-
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0

s:
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-
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.

2

3

1

1

1

11

8

4

1

3
22
3

18
9

3
6

1

3
1
4

~

0
·:f.
0..
·c
c
+s..
.... lL -0 -------·-- \-..s
·u
~
<(
tJ
~
1/)
Q)

Ill
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O)':l

- 1--· - ·-

-

·-

II).

--

-·-

a)

~ u

~

.....

113
1

1

167

2

1
3

112
270
60
11

1

1

5 476
6
2
5 311
1 1 166
6
1 119
844
9 806 1
1
1
37
1 30
1
368
259
3
12
2
2
81
13
---- ·--··-~1 ----- --·-· --··- --- ~- f----17 363 173 845 37 264 13 2637
..

In order to rea.d the above table, one should 1·e.:r,ard the
-las-t--column _at__ the right as showing the to tal number of grooms
of each specified racial group named at the l.eft side of the
page and tl1e last 1 ine at the bot tom, in a similar mann~::~r, as
showing the number of brides of each specified group named
at the top.
1

Adams, Op. cit., 81.
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DELINQUENCY RATES BY RACIAL ANCESTRY!
City and county of Honolulu
Computed on Basis of School Populatlon
and Appearances in Juvenile Court
January to June, 1937

~~ 1,000

Ancestry
--

II
1

l

Ha.wa.ij.an

22-.1

Part-Hawaiian

12.4

Portugues.e

11.7

Puerto Rican

18.7

Spanish

28.0

Other Caucasian

3.4

Chinese

3.5

Japanese

2.1

Koi•ean

7.6

Filipino

8.3
16.6

All Others

-··-·--- ··-·--···-·-·------

1

·--

---·- -·--.. ------·------------

H.B. Simpson, personal interview, (,Jan. 27, 1940)

-

-·---- ------
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CASE S'J~tn)yl
Frank, aged 15, of Portuguese Hawaiian ancestry, was
b1 ought before tTudge Ti'rancj_s P. Brooks of the Juvenile
1

Court in

1

Tonolulu on Sa turoay mor.ning, January 27, 1940.

The case was discussed. in the private office of the Judge.
An :tnformaJ. talk wh:1.ch showeo the Judge 1 s s;yl!lpt:d;.hetic understanding took place.
Frank was accusoc5 of
several occasionf-l.

~'etiy

tb.eft8 w.hich tool<: plnce on

The boy was livinp, with his grand-

mother, but his homelife was unpleasant.

He had not had

proper supervision and lacked uarental ca1•e and affection.
Tho adCi.res s of thE· father
fused to cor.1e to court.

wB

s unknovm, nnd the mother re-

'!:he .Tudge sip,ned the necessary

papers to corron:i.t Frank to the Boys

1

Train:ing School, but

the boy was given one more chance to bebave himself before
. being sent to the Schnol.

Frnnk was made to understand

tb.at .he could mHke his own decision.

Wld.le .he was on pro-

bation if he were a good boy and did the right thing, he
was told that he would not have to go to tte School.

1

Personal interview, (Jan. 27, 1940)
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